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QUALITY OF SERVICE PROVIDING IN WLAN NETWORKS
POSSIBILITIES, CHALLENGES AND PERSPECTIVES
Iwona Dolińska, Antoni Masiukiewicz
Department of Computer Science, Vistula University in Warsaw

Abstract. Ensuring an appropriate QoS level in WLAN is necessary, because
of constantly increasing demand for streaming audio, video or multimedia
transmission. On the other hand, providing the expected by users QoS level
in wireless networks is a difficult problem. Approval of standards, that help
the QoS providing, is only the first, but necessary step in this direction. The
reduction of transmission parameters can originate from many factors, like
the value of the frequency used, the distance between access point and stations, the number of obstacles on the propagation path, etc. A significant impact on QoS has also the density of WLANs used on the same area. The paper presents quality assurance mechanisms in WLAN and the analysis of parameters affecting the actual quality of transmission.
Keywords: WLAN, Wi-Fi, QoS parameters, QoS providing

1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless network technology Wi-Fi is used by ever wider range of local network users, because it is attractive alternative for traditional cable solutions. Wi-Fi
compatible devices are used for constructing of wireless local networks (WLAN)
and wireless Internet access [1,6, 8,9,14]. They provides a nomadic and mobility of
users within the network coverage. Subsequent versions of the technology based on
IEEE 802.11 standard improve connection technical parameters, both in terms of
throughput and in terms of range. The newest standard in this moment is 802.11n
[10,15], the base of this considerations. In this version the 2,4 GHz and 5 GHz
bands are used for transmission in the physical layer (PHY). But the next versions
802.11ac and 802.11ad are under development and they will bring significant
changes to the transmission conditions and capabilities.
QoS (quality of service) is the functionality for proper transmission quality
providing, according to the transmission type. Some transmission types require a
stable delay or throughput guarantee. QoS procedures should be able to identify this
transmission types and provide proper service level for them. The solutions to guarantee the QoS in the Internet [1], like IntServ, DiffServ or MPLS, work in the third
OSI layer, so these technics cannot be used in the WLAN networks. Intensive re-

search on QoS providing in WLAN resulted in solutions, which are the extension
of the original 802.11 media access control protocol [3, 4, 13].
2. QOS CONSIDERATIONS IN WLAN NETWORKS

The user can access the properly protected wireless network only by presenting appropriate authentication data. In practice however, network access obtaining
and maintaining by required period of time depends also on the number of the other
wireless networks, working on the same area and on many other different factors
[1,2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], which will be presented later in the article. It should be noticed,
that WLAN access is based on shared resources of the electromagnetic spectrum.
The Table 1 presents the most important parameters determining the transmission quality. The parameters are grouped in accordance to the transmission channel elements, like transmitter, receiver, radio channel and network access management. The transmitters and receivers parameters are defined unambiguously by
standards and other rules. But radio channel parameters are characterized by a high
variability in the time.

Transmitter
Radio channel

Table 1. Factors determining QoS
Transmit power, frequency, S/N ratio, standard version,
throughput.
The distance between stations, frequency, attenuation in the
channel (weather conditions, terrain), multipath propagation,
station mobility, within and inter channel interferences.

Receiver

Sensitivity, noise level, standard version.

Access management

Login, transmission, retransmission, frames size, access maintain mechanisms, standard version.

2.1. Factors restricting quality of the WLAN associated with the radio channel

Transmission quality providing on the level demanded by the user is much
more difficult in the wireless networks than in cable networks. The parameter list,
affecting the transmission quality level is very long:
transmitter power,
the wireless network (cell) range,
the level of the signal received by the station,
signal to noise ratio (SNR),
channel band width,
terrain type in the cell,
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frequency value,
other types of networks presence,
standards of equipment,
the number of 802.11 networks in the same area,
transmission techniques used,
parameters of equipment,
national legislation,
mobility.
Radio channel parameters are assigned with the transmission power. The higher transmission power, the greater the range of cell. But too high power can cause
distortions and overdrive reception. Low signal level at the ends of the cell degrades
the signal-to-noise ratio. The cell range depends on the transmission power. Big
range cells with high transmission power are used usually in public hot spots. Small
range cells are used where high throughput is required. The level of signal power
received by a terminal depends on the distance to transmitter and transmitter power.
This parameter determines SNR, signal to noise ratio which further is determining
channel throughput ( Shannon formula). The higher the ratio, the better the rate is.
Channel throughput is limited also by the band width, next important parameter,
specifying QoS level. The electromagnetic waves propagation depends also od the
terrain form and structure. Forms like trees or lakes, buildings etc. causes multipath
propagation. There are two possible frequency values in 802.11n standard: 2,4 GHz
and 5 GHz. 2.4 GHz frequency band is more crowded, because Bluetooth networks
and some types of radars are working in it also. So if it is possible, one should use
the second band, 5 GHz. Other types of networks presence is the presence of Bluetooth networks on the same area. This system has become popular in recent years.
Transmission and modulation techniques used depends on WLAN standard. Most
frequently used are QAM, FSK of BPSK modulations and OFDM or DSSS, transmission standards giving more effective spectrum use.
The number of 802.11 networks in the same area can be unlimited from the
formal point of view, because the working band is unlicensed. The WLAN transmitters has limited transmission power, but in the high density area the user can
stay in the range of many different wireless networks. Too high density of
WLAN’s existence on the same area limit access to frequency resources and degrade the throughput. Parameters of equipment are assigned with 802.11 standard
used in the network, but are not limited to. For example, the size of the antenna is
dependent on the size of the device (laptop or phone). National legislation can limit
the channel numbers, defined in standard. Mobility was not possible in the original
802.11. It is added by 802.11f and 802.11r amendments, the user can move with
the maximum speed of 10 m/s.
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2.2. The structure of radio channels in Wi-Fi standards

Radio channel structure is assigned with a particular wireless standard. There
were used 20 MHz width channels in the few subsequent versions 802.11 a/b/g.
Whole band assigned for communication in 2,4 GHz frequency is 83 MHz width
(2,4 GHz to 2, 483 GHz). The channels are spaced every 5 MHz, so the users have
only three non-overlapping channels. It follows that in the particular area only
three WLANs can work without making interference. Other channels overlap partly. Using overlapping channels for communication makes interference and transmission quality reduction. WLAN network working in 5 GHz frequency can use 12
non-overlapping channels, so more networks can coexist on the same area without
disturbing each other. A spectral mask defining the permitted power distribution
across each channel is shown on Fig. 1 [15]. These mask helps to reduce inter
channel interferences. The maximal attenuation of the signal is above 40 MHz
interval and it has a value of -40dB.

Figure 1. Radio channel spectral mask in 802.11 standard. Source: 802.11n Primer,
Whitepaper, AirMagnet, August 05, 2008

The 802.11n standard introduced wider 40 MHz channel to improve the
throughput. This wider channel is made by merging two adjacent traditional channels. Another improvement is frame aggregation, the possibility of sending several
frames in one transmission, what reduces interval between frames and data to
header ratio. All aggregated frames are confirmed by one acknowledgment.
3. TRANSMISSION QUALITY SOLUTIONS OFFERED BY 802.11E STANDARD

IEEE 802.11e standard defines some quality solutions for WLAN networks[3,4]. Providing appropriate transmission quality is essential for transmission
types like VoWLAN, multimedia string or video conferences, which demand short
delays. Standard IEEE 802.11e introduces a mechanism for setting priorities for
data streams, corresponding to the levels of required quality of service. There are
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four access class AC: voice, video, best effort and background, defined in the
standard, which allows to adjust the quality of the transmission to the specific requirements of a given application. The transmission privileged will have a higher
priority transfer, and data with a higher priority will be sent faster.
802.11e standard operation is based on the introduction of appropriate changes to the MAC layer. The original 802.11 media access control protocol was designed with two modes of communication for wireless stations: DCF (Distributed
Coordination Function) and PCF (Point Coordination Function). 802.11e standard
introduce two new data transmission methods: enhanced distribution coordination
function (EDCF), which is the DCF enhancement and hybrid coordination function
(HCF) which is the PCF enhancement.
EDCA allows to manage defined access classes. Each frame is classified to
the proper AC. The AC categories are distinguished by appropriate values of parameters set. Every AC has own AIFS (arbitration interframe space) value, so the
less AIFS value, the faster the frame can be send. EDCA method defines also contention window parameters CWmin and CWmax for each AC and provides contention-free access to the channel for a period called a TXOP (Transmit Opportunity ).
A TXOP is a bounded time interval during which a station can send as many
frames as possible (as long as the duration of the transmissions does not extend
beyond the maximum duration of the TXOP). These parameters values for each
AC are presented in table 2.
Table 2. Access class parameters values in EDCA
AC

CWmin

CWmax

AIFS

Max. TXOP

Voice, AC_VO

7

15

2

1.504ms

Video, AC_VI

15

31

2

3.008ms

Best effort, AC_BE

31

1023

3

0

Background, AC_BE

31

1023

7

0

Legacy DCF

15

1023

2

0

Source: M. Wawruszczak, QoS w sieciach (W)LAN, Politechnika Łódzka 2008,
praca magisterska

Diagram of the EDCA transmission mechanism is as follows. Before the station starts competition, must wait for AIFS time, defined for the AC. The higher
data priority, the shorter AIFS and lower CWmin and CWmax values. So the higher
priority traffic more likely to gain access to the medium, then the lower priority
traffic. No guarantees of service are provided, but EDCF establishes a probabilistic
priority mechanism to allocate bandwidth based on traffic categories
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The HCCA transmission control method is the extension of the original PCF
and allows for CFPs being initiated at almost any time during a CP. It allows the
coordination point polling stations both in the competition, as well as collisionfree. Traffic Class (TC) and Traffic Streams (TS) are defined to give priority to one
station over another, or better adjust its scheduling mechanism. Another difference
is that stations are given a TXOP: they may send multiple packets in a row, for a
given time period selected by the HC. HCCA is considered the most advanced and
complex coordination function.
4. PRINCIPLES OF WLAN RADIO CHANNEL DESIGN

The question arise, if the designer or simply user of 802.11 standard network
can control all mentioned above parameters? [6,8,9,14].This is not possible to
control all factors which can influence the transmission quality. The first question
concerns the type of network. Is the network public and how one can control the
number of users and intensity of their activity inside the network? The second
question concerns the other networks which utilize the same frequency range at the
same area. Such networks as Bluetooth, some radar installation can operate at
2.4GHz freely because this frequency belongs to ISM (Industrial, Scientific, Medical) range which is available for all users.
What does take place when the number of single users or parallel networks is
too high? The following problems will occur:
very long time of login to the network,
interruptions during the access time,
decreasing of BER,
decreasing of practical throughput and as a result lack of QoS for different
transmission types.
Internet access networks as well as wireless LAN networks are very often built as
small local networks located in buildings. There are subject of all limitations of
electromagnetic wave propagation in buildings. Theoretical throughput decrease
with second power according to increasing distance between transmitter and receiver. The high number of different barriers such as corridors, main walls, partition walls cause the significant modification of theoretical calculation and as a
result throughput value could be random. The users which are farther from the
transmitter could obtain better QoS parameters than these which are closer. The
advanced methods of networks design have no use for small installation. The designer or the user have to place the APs according to the producer recommendation
and calculate the proper number of APs to meet the total throughput requirements.
The radio link budget is necessary in more complicated installation to design
the proper coverage of the given AP area of operation. The link budget includes
first of all parameters of radio channel and then parameters of the receiver, espe-
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cially its sensitivity. The sensitivity of the receiver could be defined as the minimal
received signal level which could guarantee the proper data transfer. SNR is another very important parameter. Generally speaking the signal level should exceed the
noise level. The high ratio improved available throughput value. Compilation of all
mentioned parameters enabled to plan the area of the AP coverage.
The 802.11n Wi-Fi standard improved significantly the throughput possibilities. The most significant obstacle is the density of independent WLAN’s networks. To avoid problems with QoS, users often increase the signals power to
maximal available level. Is this a proper solution? The user of small WLAN network could do typically two things. First change the signal level or change the
position of the receiver/transmitter. The throughput has the linear dependence on
the SNR value.
The results of changing the signal power could be however quite unexpected.
We have to remember that there is a compromise between power, throughput and
interferences [7, 9, 12]. Interferences are a kind of signal distortion which reduce
the SNR value and then QoS parameters. The signal increasing cause the increasing of interferences and finally we decrease the QoS of the transmission.
There are two main assumption for Wi-Fi networks planning. The first solution is for public Hot Spots where the QoS parameters are not so important. We
would like to achieve a maximal coverage with minimal costs. This solution require the use of maximal acceptable and available power levels. No QoS parameters are guarantee in this case. Quite different situation occurs when the network
has to guarantee high QoS parameters (mainly high throughput) and the number of
users is high at relatively small area (conference hall, education etc.) [6, 8, 9, 14].
The users in such cases demand really high quality network and the main applications are video and multimedia. The second solution is for high density and high
usage network with some QoS guarantee. The application of a large number of APs
with the limitation of the signal power is necessary in this case.
The 802.11n standard give us also opportunity of MIMO technology application [6, 8, 9, 11]. Standard can use up to four spatially divers streams of data. Theoretical throughput of this standard could reach even 600 Mb/s.
Different possibilities are available for the designer to modify the shape of the
coverage area. It is possible to use directional antennas, to inline the surface of the
antenna or to use multistream systems (MIMO).
The final coverage area for 802.11n standard is the function of:
number of streams,
channel width (20 MHz or 40 MHz),
modulation type.
The minimal sensitivity which assure the declared throughput is -61 to -82
dBm for 802.11n standard. The Modulation Code Scheme (MCS) for this standard
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includes information about possible throughput versus width of the channel, number of MIMO antennas, and the minimal required received power level.
Maximal theoretical throughput is available for users which are close to the
AP, when the received signal power is higher than -61 dBm ( MIMO technology
with three streams are necessary). The MIMO technology is presently not wide
used especially in mobile devices (because of supply power limitations), so the
final throughput is lower in practice.
5. TOOLS SUPPORTING WLAN DESIGNING

The several software tools for WLAN designing process are nowadays available for the engineers. The main advantage of using such tools is avoiding complicated calculations, possibility of usage of implemented data base of different network devices (e.g. antennas for different frequencies ranges) and data compilation
from digital maps. WiPlanner of Wireless instruments is dedicated only to WLAN
networks planning. Cambium Networks offers PTP Link Planners, the tool which
support different networks and is suitable for different radio links. PTP means
point to pint designing support. Motorola proposed, a whole set of different tools
such as LanPlanner, Mesh Planner and BroadBand Planner. Other software were
developed by Mentum , Fluke and AirMagnet.
WiPlanner as mentioned before is useful for 2,4 and 5 GHz WLAN network designing. The main functionality of this software enable to calculate the levels of signal power for both transmitting and receiving stations in a way which guarantee optimal SNR value. It is possible to take into account terrain barriers to find the optimal
height of antennas mounting. The calculations based on following input data:
localization of the station/terminal using geographical coordinates,
type of the antenna (frequency range, gain)
radio link frequency,
cell area,
antenna mounting height,
antenna inclination,
output power,
antenna direction,
cable (feeder) parameters,
loses in other elements.
WiPlanner help the designer in obtaining two types of output data. First simulation give us the map of coverage which is supported by the transmitter. This map
is determined by the sensitivity of the receiver. Second type of simulation concerns
so called PTP (point to point) analysis. This mode calculate the distribution of electromagnetic waves taking into account Fresnel zones, what is shown in fig. 2
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Figure 2. Results of PTP type simulation

The simulation results include the cross section of the terrain and parameters
of the radio channel. The simulation may be repeated several times if we find some
barriers or obstacles within the first Fresnel zone and for different localization of
the antennas.
PTP link Planner offers by the Cambium Networks is dedicated for calculation of PTP 250-800 families devices. Using this software we could obtain answer
to two issues:
Is the throughput satisfy?
Is the level of reliability acceptable?
PTP Link Planner is suitable for both public open frequency ranges and for licensed ranges. Calculation are valid for LoS (line of sight) localization and NLoS
(non light of sight) sites.
The sample sites are located within 1.6 km distance. The input data for calculations are presented in table 3.
Table 3. Input data
Parametr
Antennas mounting height

Site 1

Site 2

4m

6m

Channel width

15MHz

15MHz

Channel frequency

5,8GHz

5,8GHz

Signal power*

27dBm

27dBm

Antennas gain

23dB

23dB

50dBm

50dBm

-78,2dBm

-78,2dBm

Transmitted power
Level of interferences

*without the antenna gain
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The throughput of about 6 Mbit/s and received signal -65dBm±13dBm were
achieved. To improve throughput to about 20 Mbit/s it is necessary to increase
transmitted power of about 12 dBm. The precision of the calculation is limited. The
results with dispersion ±13dBm caused some problems for the designer. There is
necessary to use a relatively high excess margins to guarantee QoS parameters.
AirMagnet Planner is the tool for initial planning and optimization of 802.11
a/b/g/n networks before hardware installation. This program is a module of AirMagnet Survey Pro software, however it could be used also separately. The details
concerning the building architecture and the parameters of transmitters and receivers are the basic input data of the program. The program simulates the network
operation based on this data. During this first simulation, parameters concerning
wave propagation for different infrastructure materials using for the building construction, included in the enclosed data base, are taken into account. The data base
contains also parameters of about 90 different types of antennas.
The network could be optimized by changing following elements and parameters:
antenna type,
transmitting power level,
interference power level,
mounting height of the antenna.
Optimization means that the user could make step by step changes until
throughput and network availability (minimal received signal in chosen localizations) are obtained. AirMagnet Planner together with AirMagnet Survey Pro creates the complete tool for planning, optimization and measurement of 802.11 networks. The measurement results could be used for previous simulation verification
in real conditions. This software could be integrated with at least two types spectrum analyzers (AirMagnet Wi-Fi Analyzer and AirMagnet Spectrum XT) so it is
possible to measure spectrum behavior in WiFi bandwidths and find the sources of
interferences.
6. CONCLUSION

Transmission parameters in 802.11 Internet access networks are saddle with
high uncertainness [16]. This is the results of the nature of these type networks.
The main reasons are as follows:
the users have to fight for access,
lack of formal and practical protection from other users of the same frequency
range,
high dynamic of users number and demand for throughput,
high QoS dependence on terminals localization,
a lot of factors disturbing radio link parameters.
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The 802.11e standard doesn’t solve the issue of the transmission quality.
Mechanisms deployed in this standards enabled some priority functions. What does
it mean? Only that some data with higher level of priority will be sent earlier than
other data. There is no chance to guarantee a part of the link resources for a selected device. Is the solution for QoS in WLAN’s today? Rather not however in selected closed networks designers could obtain quite a satisfy QoS but there will be
always a list of conditions such as lack of interferences and other users of 2,4 GHz
band, limited number of users, high margins for throughput etc.
Typically used solutions such as installation with high AP number, limitation
of signal power and 802.11e functionality don’t remove the limitations concerning
the nature of WLAN’s networks. The issue of QoS in WLAN’s need further investigation.
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FAULT INJECTION TECHNIQUES TOWARDS SOFTWARE
QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Piotr Gawkowski, Mariusz Markowski, Grzegorz Smulko, Łukasz Karolewski
Institute of Computer Science, Warsaw University of Technology (WUT)
Abstract. The paper discusses three software techniques of high level error
emulation towards better test coverage of software applications. They are targeted on error detection and handling procedures improving the manageability of the testing and deployment of software. These techniques are successfully implemented in tools that proved their usability in a set of experiments
with some applications (commercial, freeware, and open source).
Keywords: Fault Injection, Software Testing, Quality Management, AspectOriented Programming, Java, .NET, Mono

1. INTRODUCTION

Users’ expectations on software quality are continuously growing. They expect some dependability properties from the software used, like reliable operation,
stability, availability, security and safety. To fulfil these requirements the more
effective methods and techniques of software testing are needed. The problem is
the most important for software testers and developers. However, it is also crucial
for administrators at the client sites from management perspective. Installing a new
software the one would like to be sure that it will behave well even in environments with, for instance, reduced privileges (e.g. at workstations), and will not
harm the existing systems. That directly implies software stability and security.
The practical weakness of the classical testing techniques is poor coverage of
the error and exception handling execution paths that are crucial from dependability perspective and responsible for handling failed system calls, unavailability of
required resources and their failures, etc. Even if it would be executed very rare,
the user expects the reasonable actions. It might relate to adequate warning message for the user in the simplest case, saving users data processed at the critical
instant, or a try to mitigate error effects and tolerate an error. Despite the complexity of the handling procedures, there is a practical problem from the developer and
tester perspective to verify and test such procedures as possibly critical situations
(especially hardware related) are very rare.

The second type of problems is related to the verification of the software from
the end-user perspective. For the security reasons it is a common practice to reduce
the privileges at workstations – administrators usually configure the software to be
executed at the limited resources and rights. It is frequently experienced problem
that the application behaves well during its development and at the administrative
account but unexpectedly fails on the users’ workstations. Testing software in different environments is a challenge. However, the clearly stated application requirements for the rights and resources are crucial in practice. The producer should
clearly declare and guarantee that the application will behave correctly if the specified security policy is applied.
The paper is organized as follow. Section 2 introduces the software fault injection concept that can address the above mentioned problems. Some already available
tools are also presented. Then some software techniques of high level error emulations towards better test coverage of the software applications are discussed. These
techniques are successfully implemented in tools that proved their usability in a set
of experiments with available applications (commercial, freeware, and open
source). It is worth noting that all of them do not require source code of the tested
application and they do not disturb the host operating system. The first tool, presented in Section 3, allows dynamic injection (with aspect-oriented programming framework) of a user-specified piece of code that will be executed when the desired conditions are met in the tested Java application. Another technique, instrumentation of the
open-source .NET framework (Mono), is used in the system dedicated for the .NET
applications. It is described in Section 4. The third tool, presented in Section 5, verifies the applications in different target environments (e.g. execution under user accounts with limited rights). Finally, in Section 6, some practical experiments illustrating suitability of these approaches are reported and discussed.
2. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTED FAULT INJECTION

The concept of the fault injection is based on the specific states enforcement
(e.g. corrupted or unusual) in the system under tests (SUT). The new system state
can be related to simple fault effect (e.g. bit flip in system memory cell) or sophisticated scenario of erroneous behaviour of the target subsystem, device or software
component. After the injection the system under tests is examined towards any
possible anomalies. Some of them can be severe – others might be acceptable from
the end-user perspective.
Organizing fault injection experiments the one have to consider several aspects. Depending on the aim of the experiment (e.g. overall dependability characterisation, identification of the weakest system components, identification of severe
system responses, verification of the fault/error handling mechanisms effectiveness) different techniques and fault models should be used. They can be related to
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hardware level faults that might be introduced in the tested system for instance
with disturbances at the signal lines (e.g. introducing noisy signals at chip pins),
ambient or direct temperature fluctuations (e.g. with the laser beam), aggressive
electromagnetic pulses, radiation exposure or supply voltage/current disturbances,
signal delays etc. ([1] and references therein). Such testing can verify robustness
(or weaknesses) of the system in the aggressive (e.g. environmental) conditions –
faults introduced in the system are more representative then in the other fault injection techniques. However, due to limited controllability and observability of fault
effects, system designer will probably get only little feedback to let him harden the
design, especially in terms of its software.
Much more flexible are software implemented fault injection (SWIFI) approaches. Here no additional hardware is necessary to carry out experiments and
more sophisticated fault models are possible to be implemented. Basically, the
faults existence is rather emulated as their effects in software (i.e. error). In fact,
many fault injection systems should be rather called error injectors but the fault
injector term is commonly used in the community. It is worth noting that the
SWIFI concept is related to the way the faults are introduced in the system but not
the fault model it actually implements. Most of the research focuses on the analysis
of temporary hardware faults – usually limited to the single bit-flip model [1, 4].
Such researches are indisputably valuable; nevertheless, these tools are almost
impractical from the standard software designer, developer or tester point of view.
There are also some works on the analysis of the effects of typical software
bugs (i.e. originated in the software development) in the literature. Some of them
are using mutation testing approach to estimate the number of yet uncovered bugs
in the software and evaluate the set of the tests to maximize the test set coverage
over the source code [2, 3, 5]. For some reasons this concept is also not much popular in the software companies as it requires a lot of effort that do not assure much
better software quality in the end (i.e. is covering considered types of bugs really
improves software quality?). At the other hand, erroneous calls and exception handling procedures are not covered by classical software testing approaches. In [4]
the authors claim that such procedures can constitute even 2/3 of the overall source
code. The end-users, despite the rarity of the occurrence, expect that even if any
problems appear the software will behave in rational way (will allow saving the
document, other tasks will not be disrupted etc.).
SWIFI approach can cover the described above problems. In some sophisticated scenarios the injected faults may emulate incorrect behaviour of hardware
devices as well as software components (e.g. delayed I/O responses, device error
notifications, services failures, corrupted communication data, or exceptions
thrown). In more general, emulating some circumstances (otherwise hard to arrange) during the execution of the system/application under tests (SUT/AUT) activates software parts that are never covered with traditional testing.
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To address the described above problems some tools and systems are designed. Most of them are dedicated to some specific targets (e.g. to verify HDFS
system behaviour on some failure scenarios like node crash, disk or network failure
[6]). Others are general but hard to use for programmers and testers. Among many
three are worth noting: Microsoft Application Verifier [7] (AppVerifier - available
for free), Holodeck by the Security Innovation [8] and Jaca [9]. The last one uses
the reflection mechanism to operate on the Java byte-code level. With this mechanism it can corrupt methods’ arguments, class attributes and methods’ return values. Unfortunately, Jaca cannot emulate more sophisticated scenarios.
More close to the SWIFI goals considered in this paper has AppVerifier. It
monitors the interaction between the application and the operating system as well
as profiles the usage of objects, system register, file system and Win32 API. To
introduce anomalies the AppVerifier changes the addresses of the methods and
functions in the unmanaged libraries to redirect their calls to their substitutes delivered by the AppVerifier (technique called function hooking). One of the most interesting AppVerifier functionality is the ability to emulate the lack of resources. The
user can set the desired grace period for the analysed application (after which the
disturbances are going to be introduced) and the probability of the error occurrence
while calling one of the APIs (e.g. WaitForXXX, Virtual Memory Allocation, Registry, File). Unfortunately, the configuration capabilities are limited to the two already mentioned parameters (e.g. it is not possible to set up the particular system
call instant nor any other conditions of error injection, the user cannot specify his
own error definition). AppVerifier can test only native (unmanaged) applications.
Much wider functionality is delivered by the commercial Holodeck. It dynamically replaces the original system libraries with its own replicas to manage all the
calls the tested application makes. Holodeck delivers a predefined set of disturbances (e.g. disk operations, memory, networking, system registry, processes and
libraries). The user can set limits on the amount of the disk space, memory or the
upload and download bandwidth, and can specify conditions for disturbance activation, e.g. with the probability, the list of functions that called the target one, template of the application stack. Moreover, it is possible to corrupt the files or network packets (randomly or using regular expressions). The monitoring functions of
the Holodeck allow identifying all the system resources and objects used by the
tested application without the necessity of having its source code. It is worth noting
that the Holodeck operation affects only the tested application.
3. TESTING JAVA APPLICATIONS

The developed JInjector system allows injecting user-specified piece of code
when the desired conditions are met in the tested Java application. Injected code
can perform any action, for example: throw an exception, return a value, print the
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name of the currently executed method, simulate complex critical situation or a
failure. Contrary to the classical fault injection systems, JInjector concentrates on
supporting developers and testers by emulation of unusual conditions possibly critical for the AUT (e.g. low level of system resources, I/O operation and communication failures). Thus, the dedicated condition-handling code is activated. The injection technique used in the JInjector is based on the Aspect Oriented Programming approach (AOP) that addresses the so-called crosscutting concerns. In AOP
such code can be defined once and “injected” automatically into all corresponding
places. The code that realizes the crosscutting concern is called an advice while the
expression defining all the target points for that advice is a pointcut. The actual
places in code that fulfil the pointcut are called joinpoints (e.g. pointcut call(public
* java.sql.DriverManager.getConnection(..)) selects all calls of the public method
getConnection of every object of class DriverManager).

Figure 1. JInjector’s concept – the exemplary action corrupts the original result
of each public method1 call by adding a value of 3

JInjector uses an AspectWerkz 2 AOP framework to inject the disturbance
emulating code into the target application. JInjector allows experiments of multiply
tests. Each test can be related with one or more actions (see Fig. 1). An action
combines the code to be injected (AOP’s advice written by the user in Java) and
the point of its injection (AOP’s pointcut expression). For each action a probability
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of its activation can be also defined. The code of the action (delivered by the user)
is then compiled and the corresponding aspect (with its code) created. All aspects
defined for the test are then installed in the application under tests at all points of
their injections (AspektWerkz can modify the target application byte code with
Java Virtual Machine Tool Interface at the compilation time, class loading or dynamically during its runtime – no source code is needed). After this step the JInjector executes the tested application: whenever a point of the injection is reached, the
code of the corresponding aspect is executed. In an aspect the code may decide
(e.g. with given probability) if the corresponding disturbance should be made.
JInjector concept assumes customizable randomization of disturbance occurrence,
so, many tests are needed to get representative set of results. The reaction and behaviour of the application under tests is logged and can be commented by the user
(if the observed error messages are adequate for the situation, all exceptions correctly handled etc.). The failing tests (e.g. with improperly handled situations) can
be analysed in details allowing the application developers to trace the critical paths
and correct the responsible piece of code.
Actions can be set to be executed just before the joinpoint occurrence (can be
used to evaluate/modify the parameters of the joinpoint), after the jointpoint (can
be used to evaluate/modify the result of the joinpoint) or instead of the joinpoint’s
code (the original code can be explicitly executed in the action with the method
joinPoint.proceed( )). In some scenarios an action can be executed after the successful execution of the joinpoint or only if the joinpoint throws an exception. The
set of predefined faults in JInjector consists:
file read/write error - IOException is thrown instead of calling the file reading/writing methods of InputStream and Reader / OutputStream and Writer objects, respectively;
Corrupted file – data read from the file is corrupted (numerical data is changed,
text strings concatenated with a comma);
Network connection error – IOException is thrown instead of the Socket or
ServerSocket constructor; RemoteException is thrown while creation of RMI;
Database connection error – SQLException is thrown instead of getConnection() methods of objects of type DriverManager and objects implementing
DataSource interface;
Database read error – SQLException is thrown instead of calling the executeQuery() method of objects implementing Statement interface;
Database write error – SQLException is thrown instead of calling the executeUpdate() method of objects implementing Statement interface;
Memory allocation error – OutOfMemoryError is reported instead of any constructor call;
Class loading error – ClassNotFoundException is thrown instead calling of
Class.forName() or ClassLoader.loadClass() methods.
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It is worth noting that the JInjector is not limited to the listed above fault
models as the user can define his own actions (in Java code) and group them into
sets of actions to implement even more sophisticated disturbance scenarios.
4. TESTING .NET APPLICATIONS USING MONO

Quite different approach was chosen for testing .NET applications on the
Mono platform. The AOP-based technique used in the JInjector could not be used
as there was no stable and mature AOP framework that would support dynamic
aspect injection on Mono at the time of the system creation. Availability of the
source code of the .NET virtual machine let us handle all the disturbing actions
completely transparent for the tested application. The injector concept for the
Mono framework is based on the redefinition of some libraries, in particular the
mscorlib.dll library, which implements all the basic objects for the whole environment as well as classes that encapsulate the system calls for the applications. All
.NET applications have to refer to that library, so, after its instrumentation the fault
injector is located between the user application and the actual virtual machine.
The method defines the injection points at which the disturbing actions can be
made. The predefined set of disturbances is not limited as the user can define custom implementations that can be dynamically uploaded to the system (described
later). The set of possible disturbances consists:
File errors – IOException thrown instead of opening, reading and writing,
TCP transmission – changing the TCP stream content,
Threads suspending – the particular thread is suspended for specified time,
Unavailability of free memory – OutOfMemoryException is thrown.
Any disturbance can be activated and deactivated dynamically at AUT’s
runtime and can be parameterized with the invocation counter as well as with the
occurrence probability. As the potential disturbance points are described with special set of attributes, the application that manages the experiments can extract dynamically all implemented points of possible disturbances (i.e. to present the list of
points to the experimenter – see Fig. 2). The whole testing system consists:
A set of classes that implement particular disturbances;
Modified main library of the Mono platform (with marked disturbance points);
MonoTestingFramework – discovers the available disturbance points by the
modified Mono platform, manages the process of disturbing and reports test
status to the MonoTestingConsole;
MonoTestingConsole – user interface allowing configuring test cases (i.e. setting the disturbance points, type and parameters) and management of experiments (control over subsequent tests).
Adding a new disturbance requires creation of a library referring to the library of
the MonoTestingConsole implementing a new class inherited from the abstract
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BaseInterruptor class. That new class should implement the abstract InternalTryInterrupt method. After compilation of such library, the user should place it in the
directory of the tested application. An experiment should be preceded with the
analysis of AUT to find out the reasonable sources of disturbances. At the right
side of the Fig. 2 the collected information on the methods called by the AUT is
given (i.e. method name and number of invocations). For each test the user can
define the disturbance to be emulated as shown. Similarly to JInjector, each test
can be commented and investigated after the experiment to trace the critical bugs.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the MonoTestingConsole - adding disturbances (left dialog) basing
on the methods invocation profile
5. SECURITY POLICY CONFORMANCE TESTING

Quite different approach is used for testing application behaviour in the production environment under particular security policy. The common problem here is
to verify that the application to be deployed in the organization will correctly operate at the end-user workstation with lower privileges of the normal user account.
This is important for the system administrators at the deployment stage as well as
for the application developers and testers (i.e. to easily verify application in specific end-user environment). In Microsoft Windows family operating systems the
security model is based mostly on the access rights for specific objects – however,
some privileges are related to the whole system. Objects that can be secured are for
instance files, folders, system registry keys, devices (e.g. printers), processes,
threads, system services, network shares, synchronization objects.
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At user’s login instant the system creates the access token a copy of which
will be assigned to every process executed on his account. Access token consists of
security identifiers (SIDs – identify users, groups or logon sessions) of the user and
the groups it is a member of as well as the set of privileges (the rights to make particular operation) of the user and groups he belongs to. The token is used by the
system each time any of the user’s processes tries to access the secured object or
make administrative operation (e.g. setting the system time or shutdown the workstation). Every object in the system upon creation has its own security descriptor
that keeps the security information. That descriptor determines the object’s owner
and can contain a list of discretionary access control list (ACL) specifying users/groups and their allow/deny list of operations on the object. The effective rights
to the object for the particular user can be determined also by the inheritance of the
access control lists from the object container (e.g. file within the folder). A user can
define changes in security descriptors. Such changes can be grouped into sets. Additionally, a user can execute applications (or a set of applications and services)
with a given level of rights or on the account of different user.
It is worth noting that starting with the Windows XP the Software Restriction
Policies mechanism (called SAFER) was introduced [10]. It allows execution of
applications with the lower rights than the current user has. The main levels of
user-rights limitations can be set to: Untrusted – only resources accessible for wellknown groups will be available – administrator’s, power users as well as individually assigned rights will be denied; Constrained – some types of resources (e.g.
cryptographic keys) will not be accessible despite actual user rights; and NormalUser – only normal users’ resources will be accessible for the application.
Both mechanisms are used in the developed Security Testing Console (STC).
It allows defining custom environment specifications for the subsequent test runs.
All the security changes are applied upon AUT start-up and rolled back after test
finishes. The implemented testing tool can modify rights for the following objects:
Files – allow/deny reads, writes, appends, execution and deletion.
Folders – allow/deny traversing through the folder, reading the content, reading
and changing of the attributes and rights.
Registry keys – allow/deny of getting and setting the value of the key, creation
and enumeration of keys, link creation.
System services – allow/deny starting and stopping a service, getting and
changing service configuration, checking the status and service dependencies.
Developing the STC some available libraries were used: AclUIAdapter, NetAccessControl and AccessToken, UserCredentialsDialog, and ObjectListView. All the
specifications (regarding the target user account, file access policies etc.) can be
defined orthogonally to each other. Then, they can be grouped into sets that are
related to some scenarios. These scenarios can be used in test cases which actually
correlate the AUT with the target user account and other security setting for the test
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run. Saving all these information easy preparations of new test cases (no need to
redefine the conditions) and allows rerunning tests in exact the same conditions
with a newer AUT version in the future.
6. PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTS

Using the Security Testing Console (Section 5) two well-known applications
were tested: Winamp (multimedia player in 5.1 version) and Filezilla (popular FTP
client, here in version 3.3.4.1). In the first case running the Winamp with the privilege level of normal user (without administrator’s rights) caused the player to generate the unhandled Win32 exception (code 4112) and crash. The same occurred
while trying to execute Winamp on the administrative account with reduced privileges with SAFER mechanism. Investigation showed up that the application was
trying to reach files in its installation folder (i.e. C:\Program files\Winamp). After
changing the rights for this folder and its subfolders allowing normal users to read
and write no further problems with Winamp was observed. However, the example
clearly shows that the application was not correctly written as users should only
have right to read the files from the application’s installation folder while keeping
the user specific files (e.g. preferences, playlists) in the user profile folders (e.g.
%userprofile%\AppData).
Even more interesting behaviour was observed in case of Filezilla. Running it
on the administrator account with lowered rights with Safer mechanism resulted in
error message box stating only that “Error occurred. Filename, folder name or volume label is incorrect”. No failing filename/folder name was specified so the user
did not get any useful information. Trying execution with normal user account
privileges resulted in more detailed error description (see Fig. 3). A series of errors
is a consequence of write protection for the normal user of the “C:\Documents and
Settings\Default User\Application Data” folder (here in Polish: “Dane aplikacji”).
So, the application was trying to create a new subfolder in the profile for the SYSTEM account. It is interesting, that beside this annoying error message the user
could almost normally use the application after confirming the error with “OK”
button. However, the user specific settings were not saved between sessions meaning that the application was trying to save all the user’s settings in improper folder
(default user’s instead of the particular user’s one).
Analysing the Mono Migration Analyzer application (MMA, here in ver. 2.4
– it analyses the .NET libraries and applications towards Mono compatibility) with
Mono Testing Framework (Section 4) was preceded with the profiling stage. The
static code analysis of the MMA using a dedicated disassembler showed that application is not using network at all, just reads the files using FileStream object in a
separate thread. So, it was decided to stress the MMA with low resources (with
OutOfMemoryException) and disturbances of the accesses to the files (with IOEx-
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ception) at System.IO.FileStream.Read and System.IO.FileSystem.ReadByte. Despite fault triggering (100% or just 3% of calls affected) the MMA application was
stable but was reporting the same incorrect message that the analysed libraries are
not valid .NET assemblies without any information about the real cause of problems. Apparently, the MMA treats the same way any exception occurred during the
analysis without distinguishing the real reason. So, even if the application handles
the exceptions, the handling code is obviously incorrect.

Figure 3. Screenshot of the Filezilla error report dialog while execution on normal user
account due to improper locating application data

These few examples show that the developed testing tools are very useful in
finding out software quality issues. A set of predefined erroneous scenarios and
environments can be prepared according to some dependability policies to allow
target software verification. So, managing the dependability (reliability, stability,
safety, security etc.) compliance testing can be facilitated with these tools. Moreover, the test coverage can be substantially improved with SWIFI. However, the
proper fault model should be implemented. That can result in valuable feedback for
system administrators and software developers facilitating management tasks and
code quality improvements.
7. CONCLUSION

Classical fault injection is not much popular in the software developing community. Through the years SWIFI was considered as an academic research methodology that is only related to some high reliability solutions, in the most cases
targeted on checking the susceptibility to some hardware-like faults (e.g. bit flips).
That was not much useful and interesting for most of the software developers.
However, some growing interest can be observed in last ten years. Three not traditional techniques of software implemented disturbance injection are presented in
the paper. All of them are targeted at checking the reaction of the AUT to some
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unusual but realistic circumstances like I/O errors, low resources, network errors or
insufficient user rights. The goal is to allow software developers and testers as well
as system administrators to check the correctness of AUT behaviour in such situations. Some experiments reported in the paper show that applications can be easily
improved at least by properly notify the erroneous conditions to the end-user. Such
tools can also support system administrators as they can examine the application
before its deployment in the institution. They can be a part of the software management system as they can easily verify some policies compliance regarding quality of the software related to some dependability properties (like reliability, security, safety, stability etc.).
Developing the reported tools three different techniques of disturbance emulation were used: aspect oriented programming, instrumented libraries with dedicated
handlers injecting disturbances, and system related mechanisms of managing user
accounts and rights. These techniques extend the classical SWIFI concepts with
quite different goals and fault models (here related to the disturbance, error or specific security policy). They are more practical for software developers and testers
as well as for system administrators.
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Abstract. In the paper we present problems related to run-time system monitoring based on event and performance logs. Depending upon the goals of
monitoring we face various aspects of selecting and exploring the collected
data. For this purpose we have developed special tools. The usefulness of our
approach has been illustrated with some practical results related to our local
computer environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Contemporary information systems are becoming more and more complex
both in hardware and software. This results in various problems of different severity which usually appear at the runtime. The sources of these problems may relate to
hardware or software faults, configuration and upgrade inconsistencies, administrator or user errors, etc. An important issue is to detect (and diagnose) or even preview such problems in order to avoid significant losses at the user level as well as
to undertake appropriate actions to mitigate their effects. In this process we can
base on monitoring system operation at various levels.
In the literature there are many publications devoted to monitoring various aspects related to system operation e.g. event logs, performance features [2-5, 7, 911]. Most of them deal with detection and prediction of hardware or software faults
and evaluation of system dependability. Recently much attention is paid to cluster
systems [8,18]. Various tools supporting monitoring have been implemented
(commercial and open-source). Monitoring computers at the University we faced
some specific problems which resulted in developing special software tools. In
particular these problems related to variety of used system platforms, many users
with different profiles, frequent system reconfigurations, system upgrades, etc.
They are possible sources of various anomalies, which are worth tracing. Moreover
it is useful to monitor users and administrators activities or negligence. All this
exceeds the scope of classical monitoring. Hence we have developed some special
tools and a methodology of analysis to cover these problems.

Section 2 systemizes problems of system monitoring. Section 3 presents the
main features of the developed tools which provide event categorization, operational
profiles in different time perspectives, and various correlations. Their usefulness is
illustrated in section 4. Final conclusions are summarized in section 5.
2. SYSTEM MONITORING PROBLEMS

Classical system monitoring is targeted at collecting data on occurring events,
the usage and performance of system resources. This data is useful in evaluating
system dependability, detecting anomalies and predicting possible problems
[1, 7, 17, 18]. This can be further extended to analyze system workload, identifying
operational profiles and their trends, which can be used to improve system operation, adapt it to environment changes (system resilience [16]), etc.
Most operating systems provide software instruments to collect and register
various events occurring during run-time. They cover such events as restarts, system crashes, errors, warnings, security violations, successful/unsuccessful reconfigurations, upgrades, etc. This can be extended with events generated by applications e.g. signaling initialization and termination of various tasks, accesses to discs,
traces of execution paths, events related to debugging processes. They are defined
by software designers and developers.
Similarly various performance parameters can be monitored. However in
practice they have to be selected and included in appropriate configuration
schemes. Typically these parameters are correlated with various system resources
(objects) and related to them specific variables (measures) e.g. CPU usage (percent
of time spent in user or system mode, idle state), CPU queue length, RAM usage
(with distribution on system, application, swap areas), disc usage (number of reads
and writes, number of transferred kilobytes, etc.), network transmission speeds or
throughput, packet statistics including errors, etc. For some measures we can take
into account instant or averaged values and standard deviations.
In general we can distinguish several hierarchical levels of monitoring. The
lowest level relates to hardware circuitry: RAM errors, power supply voltages and
currents, temperatures in various system or device points, air-conditioning parameters (e.g. fan speed), microarchitecture usage profiles (e.g. instruction flow in different functional units, cache, BTB (branch target buffer) and TLB (translation
look aside buffer) hits/misses [17]), etc. Middle levels relate to architecture (activities of functional hardware blocks e.g. cluster nodes, etc.) and software modules.
The highest level relates to application or service features (e.g. task execution
times, service delays). An important issue is profiling the monitoring strategy: selection of the monitored objects and variables, log storing and archiving policies,
data sampling schemes, data formats and their preprocessing, data accessibility
(local/global) and analysis (on-line, off-line) schemes.
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Depending upon the system we may have different monitoring goals. In most
publication [8-11] the authors concentrate on dependability issues related to various errors, failures and their impact on availability, etc. In practice there is a wider
scope of problems which are not directly related to system dependability. Moreover, many problems are not known and can only be derived from long time observations. In particular we can be interested in workload distribution in hours, days,
weeks or months, usage of resources in different time perspectives, their trends and
bottlenecks, the effectiveness of system management, upgrades, recovery, etc. We
can face also some specific problems restricted to some system subspaces. For
example multicore CPU temperature distribution in function of task allocation (in
time and space) to optimize performance at minimal temperature (this is the basis
of voltage and clock frequency management [6]). Similarly we can be interested in
detailed monitoring of disk activity and various operational parameters (e.g. related
to S.M.A.R.T. concept [12]). At higher levels we can be interested in collecting
statistics on email flow in the University (local, external communications, spam
rates, message capacities, mail queues, delays, etc.).
The amount of available event logs and possible monitoring variables (which
can be activated) is so huge that some selection and filtering is necessary. Moreover analysis of such data is not trivial, this should also be correlated with the monitoring goals. Hence appropriate tools are needed. An important issue is their flexibility due to the fact that many problems are not known a priori, we can get some
knowledge on them after longer and wider observations. Having selected the set of
performance variables at low or middle monitoring level we can try to correlate
them with higher level properties or other system features. In general the system
state at time t can be specified by some set of measured performance parameters
(Mt vector), workload parameters (vector Wi - number of users, tasks, services,
concurrency level, etc.), registered events (set Et) and System Level Objective
(SLO) state St. The state St, can be specified as a binary value (compliance, violation) or more detailed multivalued specification showing different levels of correctness or threats. SLO state can be replaced also by quality of service (QoS).
Depending upon the sampling period we can use accumulated or averaged values
of the measurements. Analysing sequences of states < Mt , Wi , Et , St,> we can find
various operational properties, symptoms of anomalies or severe problems. This
may also be useful in finding predictions of specified behaviours, etc. Dealing with
such reach and overwhelming volume of data needs special data collection and
analysis tools. Taking into account incomplete knowledge on possible problems a
deep study of collected logs is needed in many dimensions using dynamically
adapted capabilities of tools. The needed wide scope of analysis and flexibility
requirements resulted in developing a set of tools (section 3) instead of using opensource or commercial ones.
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3. OUTLINE OF DEVELOPED TOOLS

In the Institute we have developed several monitoring tools targeted at specific problems e.g. system event logs, application logs, performance parameters. The
performed experiments have been described in publications ([13-15] and references). Basing on the gained experience we have developed more universal and
flexible monitoring system which deals with multidimensional logs combined into
a unified database and provides sophisticated data analysis. It is composed of a
monitoring server which communicates with the monitored systems via installed
there monitoring agents. They are implemented in Qt to simplify the code of communication with the server and the flexible user interface (GUI). The monitoring
agent is responsible for collecting and storing locally the requested data by the
server. Agents use local /proc pseudo file systems (comprising event records) or
system utilities to collect performance data. The performance data is stored in a
text file which is removed as soon as it is placed in the database of the server.
Event log files, can be fetched on demand by the user to the monitoring system.
In the monitored system we distinguish database (IBM DB2 9.7 Express-C).
and EPAnalyser. In the database all configuration and agent data is stored. In order
to manage DB2 database, IBM Data Studio tool has been used. It has been also
used to develop more complicated SQL queries and analyze query execution plans
for further processing optimization. This database has been designed using IBM
InfoSphere Data Architect tool. The monitoring scenarios and communication with
the user are provided by EPAnalyser. It is a stand-alone application, written in C++
with Qt framework, from which the user manages agents, imports log files and
performance data into the databases and runs analysis. EPAnalyser management
modules enable user to manage log formats, files, event patterns, measures and
agents. They are further used by the analysis modules: general statistics, advanced
data exploration in various dimensions. During the analysis, sophisticated SQL
queries are generated to fetch quickly necessary data from the database. Beyond
the developed analyzing modules we can use other specialized tools. In particular
we used IBM SPSS Modeler to provide more advanced exploration of performance
data. For this purpose EPerfAnalyzer, provides appropriate data in CSV format. To
enhance event log analysis (text mining, finding association rules) we use also
RapidMiner tool.
EPAnalyzer assures analysis of performance and event logs from virtually any
source. It processes any text log file that can be transformed into the text form consisting of single-line entries with timestamp. Using Regular expressions to parse
log files is a flexible way of defining non-standard log sources. EPAnalyzer is
aware, that the same entry may be written in multiple log files (e.g. syslog daemon
in Linux operating system), therefore by default duplicated entries are skipped
during analysis.
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As far as it concerns event log files, the flexible interface (GUI) of EPAnalyzer provides the capability of defining log formats (comprising predefined fields)
with a set of regular expressions, selection of various views of statistics, data analysis, etc. EPAnalyzer offers several types of event log analysis. The basic statistical
analysis is used to count events of specific types in defined time period. User is
able to view statistics of event occurrences in different time perspectives: years,
months, days, hours. To analyze more specific log entries various filters can be
applied on specific log format. It is possible to match each format field with a user
defined condition. For the date/time field it is typically a time range, date range,
specific months/days of week, etc. For other text fields we can specify conditions
with regular expressions. Some fields can comprise values in numbers e.g. fields
with aggregation functionality (sum/average/minimum/maximum), so the user is
able to monitor changes of their values in time. More advanced statistical features
allow counting occurrences of log entries (events) either before or after (for a specified time range) a user-defined event. Tracking such preceding or succeeding
events may help to find sources of errors and their consequences. Further we can
correlate user sessions with occurrences of particular events. This can indicate users potentially responsible for the particular event. This analysis needs special logs
e.g. Linux "lastlog", which reports user sessions.
There is a common issue concerning log entries - lack of standard. Hence,
although EPAnalyzer is able to parse log files and convert them into a tabular form,
there is still a problem of distinguishing events that differ only on a specific word
in the message field. For example 2 entries which differ only with text substrings
"user1 has logged in" and "user2 has logged in" within the message field will be
counted as two different events, however they could be treated as the event class
with variable <user ID>. To solve this issue, we have developed 2 special algorithms of abstracting (classifying) events by identifying variable parts. The first
algorithm tries to extract variable parts by counting word occurrences on each position in the event record – a word appearing most frequently on a specific position is
probable to be a constant part, otherwise it can be treated as a variable part. This
algorithm has 2 forms - depending on the level the user wants to eliminate variable
parts, it may point to eliminate words that occur "below median" or, a more greedy
form "equal and below median". The second algorithm presents a little more sophisticated way of extracting the variable part. Instead of counting words themselves, for each word, it counts how often the first word occurs before each of the
remaining words in the log entry. Using voting mechanism, algorithm is able to
extract variable parts (i.e. those which didn't occur sufficiently often together with
other words).
The identified variable is marked with "(...)" string. If the user wants to see
the hidden variable text the EPAnalyzer provides mechanism to show all events
that have been clustered in the selected event class. EPAnalyzer provides also more
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sophisticated mechanism naming the identified variables. The name is a sequence
of words (a word is a string without any blank characters). So this can be a user
name, host name, file name, IP address or some other name. With the log pattern
feature, the user can correlate each name with specific variable part of each event
class found. When log pattern is present, EPAnalyzer will show the transformed
form of the event class, where "(...)" string is replaced with the variable name, for
example: "${USER_NAME}". The user doesn't have to define all of those log
patterns manually; it can be done automatically by EPAnalyzer on demand, on
selected event classes. EPAnalyzer stores all abstracted event patterns (with variables replaced by (…)) including the information on names correlated with identified variable positions. The user can also specify a merging threshold for variable
names. Hence it is possible to merge names if they are similar enough and reuse
multiple times the same name in multiple event patterns. It enables the user to easily notice that some names appear in many different log patterns. Intuitive names of
classes can be specified by the user, automatically generated names may have more
general form e.g. <name_ID>, with IDs generated as subsequent numbers.
For the text mining of event logs we can use also RapidMiner tool, a free
open-source data mining framework (with sophisticated capabilities). It was useful
to find most common word pairs and triples in the log files. Based on that it also
enabled us to find association rules. Such analysis can also be performed with
SPSS Modeler (with a reach set of data mining algorithms).
EPAnalyzer is able to collect and analyze performance logs from remote
agents. User is able to define any set of performance indicators, called "Measures".
Each measure has its name, aggregation method, and a command to read its value.
To provide a consistent set of commands across agents in heterogeneous systems, it
is recommended to put all system-specific commands in a script, which is executed
by an agent in order to read a single number (double variable type – measured parameter value). The agent can execute any command, in particular scripts collecting performance data from its host. Sometimes it is not possible to install an agent
on the host (e.g. ESXi). In such case any agent on another host can access the required host via SSH (using appropriate script) and collect its performance data.
The user is able to specify time interval between periodical data collection,
and the number of consecutive samples after which data is being aggregated (according to the user settings e.g. average value), and written in the log. This log is
kept in the textual form on the agent host and the user is able to fetch periodically
data from the agent and import it into the database. EPAnalyzer offers different
time perspectives in which performance data can be viewed, like years, months,
days, hours, minutes and all samples. User may view also maximum/minimum/average value of the measure in specific time period.
An interesting feature of EPAnalyzer is performance and event log correlation. The user is able to set a threshold condition on any measure and time range
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after condition is satisfied. All events found in this period are then displayed to the
user. For each event found, the user is able to calculate minimum/maximum and
average value of the measure when this particular event occurred. EPAnalyzer is
able to automatically calculate the confidence of a discovered rule of the form: "if
the event A occurred then the condition B is satisfied" e.g. (event A)
(CPU usage > 30%). Specifying the event we can use also an event class (abstracted form,
generalized variable), this assures higher flexibility of the analysis.
Enhanced exploration of performance can be done with other tools e.g. SPSS.
The SPSS Modeler enabled us to run sophisticated algorithms in order to predict
load average and CPU usage values based on the rest of the measures. It can identify the most interesting measures with the highest impact on the analyzed system
feature (e.g. CPU usage). Configuring the analysis processes we design data mining flows for the selected algorithms (e.g. KNN, SVM, classification and regression trees, Bayesian networks). Here it is also possible to correlate performance
fluctuations with the specific day of the week, hour or minute.
Resuming, EPAnalyzer is a sophisticated tool to analyze both event and performance logs on any system. It was designed for Linux/UNIX systems, however
with simple preprocessing of source data, it can be used to analyze data from any
platform. Moreover it can cooperate with other supplementary analysis and modeling tools.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The developed EPAnalyser has been successfully used in monitoring computer resources of our Institute [13-14], its usefulness was also validated in a cluster
system [15]. Here we give an illustrative sample of results related to event and
performance logs with some correlation issues and more sophisticated data analysis. The presented figures and tables relate to our own results.
Dealing with event logs it is important to assure filtering, log abstracting and
flexibility in configuring result presentation (including sophisticated searches based
on regular expressions). Performance logs can be presented in various time perspectives and with various aggregation capabilities. Moreover the common data
base facilitates finding various correlations.
Analyzing events we can perform global analysis or unidirectional, limited to
specific issues (or logs) e.g. events characterizing users loggings, errors, mails sent
to the root, etc. In the monitored laboratory we observed an interesting distribution
of user’s loggings. Most users (54.5%) appeared sporadically in the laboratory
(only up to 5 loggings), the distribution of more frequent loggings was as follows:
22.1% - (6-10), 9.4% - (11-15), 7.8% - (16-20) 3.7% - (21-25), 1.23 - (26-30),
1.2% - (31-50); in brackets we give the ranges of loggings. These data relate to 8
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weeks (279 different users). Distribution of the number of events related to I/O
errors attributed to 14 individual users is presented in fig. 1a. It shows that most
problems were generated by a few users (due to incompatible devices). Fig. 1b
shows distribution of correct system terminations (halts) and reboots (darker lower
bars) within 16 computers of one laboratory. Reboots relate to some anomalies,
they appeared only on 6 stations correlated with high usage of these stations.
a) I/O errors (y axis [0-350])

b) System halts and reboots (y axis [0,10])

Figure 1. Distribution of some anomalies correlated with: a) 14 users, b) 16 computers
a) The most frequent 3 event classes

b) Error event classes

Figure 2. Distribution of event classes in time

Defining event classes with appropriate regular expressions we can provide
their distribution in time. Fig. 2a shows monthly (January-June) distribution of 3
most frequent event classes: events generated by cron demon and related to initialization/termination of periodic tasks (cron hourly, debian and web statistics).
Fig.2b presents the distribution of events related to 3 error classes: incorrect cron
command termination, configuration errors of snmp demon (have been removed by
the administrator). Such event analysis can be related to specific application logs,
etc. This facilitates drilling sources of anomalies.
In the case of performance parameters the most useful are various presentations in different time perspectives. Some sample of plots related to CPU usage is
given in fig,3. Daily CPU usage (plot a) fluctuates in the range 1-8%. The plots
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with finer time scale (hours, minutes) present higher degree of fluctuations (lower
averaging effect). The monthly perspective (covering 6 months: January-June) of
CPU usage (fig. 3.b) shows some increase in time. The increase (1.65-4.38%) results from systematically developing the monitored system. Fig. 3c shows aggregated weekly perspective of CPU usage (usage is averaged over the same week
days: Monday-Sunday) of the considered period of 6 months), it shows some activity differences on weekends. Similarly the aggregated daily perspective confirmed
higher CPU usage for the working hours.
a) Daily perspective (x axis covers 84 days: 16.03-8.06.12)

b) Monthly perspective

c) Aggregated weekly perspective

Figure 3. CPU usage plots in different time perspectives (y axis value ranges:
a) [0 - 10%], b) [0 - 5%], c) [0 - 4.5%])

The usefulness of correlating event and performance logs illustrates fig. 4, it
presents an extract of CPU usage and average CPU load (process queue length) for
several minutes. It is worth noting that in the monitored system dominating values
of CPU usage were in the range of a few percent, for CPU load average 0.15-0.30.
Hence the pulses of significantly higher values seemed to be suspicious. Having
configured the condition of CPU usage>30% we have got correlated events within
5 minutes before the appearance of such condition. It was revealed that this pulse is
caused by some screen shots. The confidence was 95% (which were acceptable in
the considered application). It is worth noticing that CPU usage anomaly is easier
to include in the condition than CPU load average (fig. 4b) which is less regular,
similarly the disturbance on memory usage was also lower.
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a) CPU usage [%]

b) Averaged CPU load (queue length)

Figure 4. An example of an anomalous CPU behavior (time scale in minutes)
Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficients for the analyzed performance variables
Perf.
Program A
Program B – LAv for the specified months
par.
CPU
LAv
1→6
1
2
3
4
5
6
CPU
0.544 0.759 0.814 0.812 0.795 0.758 0.758 0.712
DiscR 0.530 0.476 0.270 0.397 0.475 0.343 0.325 0.249 0.428
DiscW 0.719 0.513 0.280 0.494 0.447 0.271 0.332 0.320 0.227
LAv
0.544 –
-.
- –
MU
0.260 0.291 0.002 0.000 0.062 0.015 0.012 MUA
0.251 0.286 0.102 0.015 0.028
MUS
-.001 -.015 0.041 0.054 0.058 0.035 NRB
0.887 0.411 0.050 0.041 0.016 0.016 0.049
NWB
0.848 0.398 0.037 0.336 0.362 0.238 0.362 0.052 0.020
0.315 0.356 0.373 0.318 0.388 0.262 0.350
0.342
0.334
0.292 0.372

Dealing with performance logs it is useful to analyze correlations (e.g. Pearson coefficient) between performance variables. For this purpose we can use SPSS
tool. For an illustration in tab.1 we give a sample of statistics of two programs:
application A and B. The second column presents the correlation of CPU usage in
program A with the following variables (specified by acronyms): memory utilization in MBytes (total – MU, for applications - MUA, for swaps – MUS), disc activity (disc read blocks - DiscR, disc written blocks – DiscW), CPU average load
(LAv – average length of process queue), received (NRB) and sent (NSB) bytes in
Ethernet network. The column 3 presents correlations of CPU load average (LAv)
with the remaining variables for program A. For program B we give correlations
between CPU load average with remaining variables taking into account data from
6 months (1→6) and for data related to subsequent months (1-6). The operational
profile of program A was stable in time, so we have found correlations taking into
account data from the whole observation period (3 months). In the case of program
B some changes in time appeared (compare fig.3b.), hence we give correlation
calculated taking into account data covering 6 months and for data corresponding
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to subsequent months. Here we observe some significant fluctuations. Similar
analysis for program A did not show such fluctuations (due to usage stability).
We can also find a model of predicting the value of a selected performance
variable in function of other variables. Within SPSS we have many available methods to generate such models basing on the collected data e.g. linear regression,
decision trees, neural networks, C&R (classification and regression) trees, KNN (K
nearest neighbor). We have concentrated on finding such models for CPU usage
and CPU load average. The best models related to KNN. For the considered program A we have got a very good model (based on 50% of raw data – the training
set) for CPU usage with high correlation factor 0.972 and low relative error 0.056.
In the case of program B and the model based on data related to 6 months we have
got correlation 0.813 and relative error 0.34. Similar model of CPU load average
was even less accurate: correlation 0,718 and relative error 0,487. In this case we
derived also the CPU load average models for each observation month separately.
The correlation coefficients were in the range 0.716-0.792 and relative errors
0.377-0.500. This high inaccuracy results from the program usage fluctuations and
its development phase. Hence it may be reasonable to add some variable describing
the characteristics of the usage profile in time.
5. CONCLUSION

Monitoring various computers for about 1 year we have collected some representative data of diverse computers and usage profiles. This data has been analyzed
with developed tools (section 3): event categorization, correlations of data in logs
and various observation perspectives. Results of the analysis (section 4) proved
usefulness of the presented approach in evaluation of dependability, finding anomalies, finding characteristic features of various applications, etc. Moreover we have
identified some users or administrators negligence. Taking into account that sometimes the recorded events are not sufficient to identify the source of problem we
suggested to introduce an additional log with information created by users and
administrators. Further research is targeted at more sophisticated text mining within event logs, wider scope of monitoring in time and space (more computer platforms). Refinements of performance models are also planned to be developed.
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Abstract. The performance of an enterprise now depends much on the performance and relationship of its customer–suppliers. Good customer–supplier
relationships are important for an organization to respond to dynamic and
unpredictable changes. Incoming orders, in make to order environment, typically require various changes in design, technological and material in the
product. This requires searching new suppliers and sub-contractors. Selecting
sources of supply strongly depends on a purchasing department employee
experience. This paper presents the problem of selecting suppliers with the
basic assumptions to build a system which will allow selection and comparison of suppliers. The technique of inference was proposed on the basis of
case-based reasoning in conjunction with the interactive system of pair comparison.
Keywords: knowledge management, mechanical engineering enterprise,
case-based reasoning (CBR)

1. INTRODUCTION

From the point of view of the difference between the place where the product
is produced an the place to which the products will be delivered orders of the clients, production environments can be divided into make-to-stock (MTS) and make
–to-order (MTO). In case of MTS environment final products or semi-products
are produced make-to-stock on the basis of predictions. In the MTO environment
production is realized on the basis of put orders [4]. Customers’ orders come randomly in time. The enterprises can only realized some orders due to different restrictions, the rest of them have to be rejected.
Enterprises functioning in the MTO environment must look for the optional
combination of coming orders to increase its profits and shares on the competitive
market. The main criteria of the choice are short terms of realization and high quality. The trial of maximizing quality while minimizing the time often fails. Production of high quality products especially in the MTO environment usually causes

strongly raised price of the product and extends time of completion. Realization of
orders in a short time requires additional sources often connected with higher costs.
Coming orders usually need some constructional and technological, material
and quality changes in produced product [5]. It requires, among the others, searching for new suppliers of materials, components and assemblies. Gaining sources
can be divided into three principal matters: gathering information indispensable for
gaining sources , creating the strategy and the tactics gaining the sources, making
decisions connected with gaining sources [7].
The article is a presentation of the effects of realized tasks in the range of the
project of building up information tool having as a goal supporting activities in the
range of knowledge management in the mechanical engineering enterprises. 1 The
project is realized at the Organization and Management Faculty of the Silesian
University of Technology. On the ground of interviews and observations in examined enterprises defined activities performed in the range of the process of realization of the order which requires support in the range of knowledge.2 Further works
were proposed in such areas as: knowledge about the contract, knowledge about
processes, knowledge about good practices, knowledge about the state of realizing
the contract, knowledge about resources and sources of knowledge, customers’
knowledge and knowledge about customers, knowledge about experts, knowledge
about suppliers. At the next step of works a deep analysis of identified areas is
made. In hereby article we present the problem of the choice of the supplier with
the basic principles for building the system of choice the supplier taking advantage of the Case-Based Reasoning technique (CBR). Making a decision of this
type, particularly in the MTO environment, often takes place at the stage of preparing the offer for the customer.
2. AREAS OF PURCHASING INVOLVEMENT IN NEW PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT(NPD)

Over the past decade, the interest in purchasing involvement in NPD has increased considerably. This development can be attributed to two main factors: first,
the increasing awareness of the purchasing function's possible contribution to the
firm's strategic position, and secondly, the growing importance of innovation and
product development in creating competitive advantage. Having subcontracted
large parts of their production to external suppliers, manufacturers increasingly
become dependent on these suppliers with regard to developing and innovating
1

Research and development project No: NR03-0112-10 /2010 from 09.12.2010
Results were presented among others at the XV Conference of the applied Logistics, Total Logistic
Management, Zakopane 2011.
2
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their products. Companies need product innovations to create competitive advantage, and to realize them quickly and efficiently, they need to cooperate with
suppliers.
Four different management areas can be distinguished within purchasing involvement in product development [12]:
development management,
supplier interface management,
project management,
product management.
Table 1 presents the framework with the four different areas of purchasing involvement in product development each with its specific activities.
Table 1. Four different areas of purchasing involvement in product development
Areas
Development management

Supplier interface management

Project management Planning

Activity
Determining
which
technologies
to
keep/develop in-house and which ones to
outsource to suppliers
Formulating policies for the involvement of
suppliers
Formulating policies for purchasing related
activities of internal departments
Communicating policies and procedures
internally and externally
Monitoring supplier markets for technological developments
Pre-selecting suppliers for product development collaboration
Motivating suppliers to build up/maintain
specific knowledge or develop certain products
Exploiting the technological capabilities of
suppliers
Evaluating suppliers' development performance
Determining specific develop-or-buy solutions
Selecting suppliers for involvement in the
development project
Determining the extent (&workload') of
supplier involvement
Determining the moment of supplier involvement
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Project management Execution

Product management Extending activities

Coordinating development activities between suppliers and manufacturer
Coordinating development activities between different first tier suppliers
Coordinating development activities between first tier suppliers and second tier
suppliers
Ordering and chasing prototypes
Providing information on new products and
technologies being developed or already
available in supplier markets
Suggesting alternative suppliers, products
and technologies that can result in a higher
quality of the final product
Restrictive activities:
Evaluating product designs in terms of part
availability, manufacturability, lead-time,
quality, and costs
Promoting standardization and simplification
of designs and parts

3. SUPPLIER SELECTION CRITERIA

Assuring unfailing realization of orders, creating the faithful, possible to realize and profitable offer is becoming today a challenge for the firms functioning in
the MTO environment. The essentials element is concentration of the enterprises
on the process of choice and gaining the suppliers.
The need of making the estimation of the prospective supplier begins when a
given seller searches for possibility of supplying the enterprises or when during
the negotiations the buyer wants to ensure himself that a given supplier fulfills his
requirements.
Enterprises in their internal procedures define rebuilt criteria of evaluation for
prospective and still existing suppliers. In case of future suppliers they compare
previous offers and two factors are taken under account. The first group are general
conditions being the result of the economic policy of the enterprises, (for example
– possibilities of having common business.) To the secondo group of factors belongs: quality of the materials, time of delivery, unit price, reliability. Some of the
factors not be measured that is why some comparative methods are used based on a
scale of marking of the established hierarchy and particular criteria of estimation.
Estimation of the existing suppliers is broaden. Beside the registration during
cooperation of the above mentioned factors such factors as are taken under the
account: ways and easiness of cooperation with a client, implementation of the risk
management processes, engagement in research works and development, flexibility
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and terminal deliveries, possessing IT solutions, engagement the suppliers in cooperation, number of suppliers, following the rule in cooperation, number of receivers
of the supplier, keeping law rules.
Contracting parties cooperating with a given enterprises create its basis of
suppliers. Management is an important task of the receiver. Basis of suppliers of
the enterprises can be described in many ways: in a , broaden sense or narrow,
domestic or international , diversify or specialist. Making the categories of supplier, criteria of estimation of a supplier and measuring the achieved results of the
suppliers is Essentials knowledge helpful for the employees of the supply Departments and for person preparing offers for their customers.
In the Tab. 2 there are show criteria of choice of the suppliers grouped in 6
main categories: delivery, shipment, material price, supplier response, quality system, research and development, conditions for cooperation.
Table 2. Supplier selection criteria
Primary performance indicator

Secondary performance indicator

Delivery

Compliance with due date
Compliance with quality

Material price

Material, labor, shipment, overhead cost

Supplier response

Response time

Quality system

ISO quality system installed

Research and development

Time to design, time to market

Conditions for cooperation

Use of the same business software

4. ASSUMPTIONS FOR BUILDING SYSTEM OF CHOICE OF THE SUPPLIER

The choice of the suppliers and their division to appropriate categories are
considered as one of the main tasks in the process of delivery. As indicated in the
literature and flowing from author’s interviews, the essential thing in choosing the
source of suppliers is work experience at the supply department. Method capable to
support this kind of work is the inference on Case-Based Reasoning (CBR). CBR is
accepted approach used in implementing systems of knowledge management in
the range of: project portfolio management, use knowledge of the case preserved
in the form of text documents (e-mail analysis), selection of suppliers, and others
[6, 9, 11].
Inference based on cases, the knowledge experienced in the past situations
called case. The CBR method is used as a system for solving new problems by
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adaptation of results which were used during solving previously faced problems.
The new problem is solved by finding in a set similar case and applying it in solving a problem. The essentials feature of CBS ability is to learn by gathering the
solutions of previous problems and share it in order to solve another problems in
future [11].
The cycle of the system based on CBR method described by four main processes (so-called "four R" from the first letters of the words in English) [1]:
1. Retrieve the most similar case or set of cases.
2. Reuse of knowledge contained in a sophisticated case to solve the problem – it
is necessary in many cases to modify the solutions proposed by the system.
The new solution generates a new case in the base case.
3. Revise - evaluation of the usefulness of proposed solutions.
4. Retain - remembering experience for later use when solving new problems.
It is assumed that the system should be created to support the decision making process for selecting suppliers in the cases: necessity of changing the supplier of material/service, necessity of outsourcing of certain activities for certain suppliers in
order to make it possible to realize the order (Fig. 1).
Each case should include specific features for the system being built. For this
system it will be a descriptive name such as transactional data provider, supplied
the material/service, price, quantity supplied, delivery, etc. The second category
will include the results achieved in cooperation in the past. They will be calculated
on the basis of the adopted scale of assessments. Evaluation will be made outside
of the system (such data are often collected in companies that have implemented
such a quality system ISO 9001). It should be noted that the selection of the representation of cases will have an impact on the effective search. The purpose of the
search process is not only to find a particular case, but also to determine which of
them is the same (or similar). Therefore, knowledge representation must be able to
adjust not only accuracy, but also to determine which cases are similar. Cases are
represented as a set of attributes expressed as a numerical value. So prepared cases
will be stored in the database (other ways to record information are used, such as
graphs or logical formulas). Another issue to consider is the choice of techniques to
search for similar cases. Among the many methods, most often mentioned is the
nearest neighbor method and inductive retrieval. Nearest-neighbor method tries to
find similar cases by searching the neighborhood of the given problem.
Induction searching is an alternative to the method described earlier. The
method is used in so called learning systems and decision-making systems based
on decision trees.
Nearest-neighbor approach is a relatively simple technique for searching simple
similarity. However, it has the disadvantage in speed search. Finding the best solution requires a comparison of inquiries (as a case) with each already stored in the
database. Furthermore, the similarity is determined by comparing each of the at-
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tributes. In effect, this method becomes inefficient when the number of cases it is
very high. The inductive search method does not work when there are no relevant
cases described. It may not be possible to build a complete and correct decision
tree. Nearest-neighbor method is not as sensitive to the incompleteness of the base
cases.

Figure 1. Supplier selection process using techniques based on case reasoning (CBR)

The system will use nearest-neighbor method. The basic steps of nearest
neighbor retrieval algorithms are quite simple and straightforward. Every feature in
the input case is matched to its corresponding feature in the stored case, and the
degree of match of each pair is computed using the matching function. Based on
the importance assigned to each dimension, an aggregate match score is then computed. Cases are ranked in a descending order according to their scores where a
higher scoring case calculated by Eq. (1) is used before the lower scored cases [3].
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where:
the similarity values of supplier calculated by multiplying each attribute’s weighting with the corresponding similarity value,
wi
sim
fi P , fi R

weight of i –feature,
similarity value function,
values of feature fi in the input.

The similarity value or the nearest value of a supplier’s performance to the requirement is calculated using (2)
Similarity value

100 | f P f R |
100 % ,
100

(2)

where:
f
P, R

stands for the feature of the input,
indicate supplier performance and supplier requirement respectively.

Every feature will contain a numeric value is adopted scale (1 – bad, to 100 excellent). The P and R values of a supplier are accordingly rated and assigned
by the purchasing and design manager of the company (assessment will be made
outside the built system.). After finishing all the calculations, the suppliers are
ranked in descending order according to their similarity values.
A selection process of choosing a supplier will be performed in the following
steps in sequence:
1. First step defines requirements of searching supplier. The requirements are
expressed in the form of the value of each attribute characterizes describing a supplier (material, lead time, quantity, etc.).
2. Second step: System uses general knowledge to retrieve “potential past
practice cases” by an interactive comparison in pairs [13]. One of the tasks
that occurs in the process of decision-making is valuation, which assigns
numerical values to objects described with quality features. Direct assessment of numerous information sets is difficult and subject to significant
error. These difficulties can be greatly reduced if the objects before assigning numerical values will be sorted out in comparing pairs. Comparing two
objects does not require a memory about all objects. Standard paired comparison method, however, has the disadvantage that it is very laborious, in48

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

tensive and requires a comparison of all the pairs. The method is based on
a combination of the comparison of two objects with a current assessment
of the sorting. This avoids comparing not all but only some pairs. Selecting pairs and sequence of comparing the results from the order of sorting
algorithm and depend on the answers given by the user in previous comparisons. Interactive comparison in pairs (consisting of sorting out with the
participation of the user) will be used in order to make the ranking of
adopted attributes describing suppliers. On this basis, the first step will be
to give the weight to attributes (weights will be used in the third step).
When implementing the different orders the user will have to give the other weight of attributes describing the suppliers. The attribute which will be
as the first one as a result of sorting, will be of the highest weight, and that
which will be at the end of the list will be with the lowest weight. Secondly, on the basis of these three most important attributes of the system the
prospective suppliers will be found. The system will find such enterprises
which attributes have got the best values (maxima or minimal depending
on the kind of attributes). The selected group of suppliers will allow to limit the collection of „potential past cases”. At the third step there is an analysis of the „potential past cases”, which are connected with earlier selected suppliers.
In the third step calculates the similarity values of the “potential past cases”. System calculates the similarity values of the past cases using the
nearest neighbor method, which aims at calculating the similarities between the specific knowledge of supplier requirements. After the completion of the process, potential cases with corresponding similarity values are
generated.
Four step ranks cases in order. System ranks the similarity values of potential cases in a descending order.
Five: decide on the case. Purchasers select the case by means of similarity
values. If a case is selected, it will be retained for usage in step five. If it is
not satisﬁed with the case, return to step one or end process.
Six step store the selected case. System stores the case that is selected in
step five.
Step seven evaluate the selected supplier to generate a transactional performance score. Suppliers’ performances after transaction have been recorded. Suppliers performances are rated numerically by comparing the difference between the corresponding attributes of supplier performance in
the transaction and that in the selected case. The result of the analysis is
summarized as the transactional performance score of each supplier.
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5. CONCLUSION

The employee’s experience has an essential meaning while choosing the supplier. The method which can support these kinds of works is a system based on the
inference technique. However, there are many restrictions on using Case-based
Reasoning. While taking advantage of previous experience in solving problem it is
difficult to state if a solution is adequate to a context from the past it will be effective in future. In addition, the development of the database by adding new cases
can cause the phenomenon of redundancy which makes the search process more
difficult. Although the study of methods of similarity and classification of relevant
cases can be performed automatically (better or worse) it should be noted that in
this case the use of case-based reasoning approach is not the final decision and its
task is to help in making it.

Publication financed from education funding in the years 2010-2013 as a research
and development project No: NR03-0112-10 /2010 from 09.12.2010.
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Abstract. The paper discusses three modern methods of modelling: analytic
modelling, identification modelling and neural modelling. Special attention
was paid to the methods of identification modelling, an example of identification was presented along with the methods of using the obtained results for
simulation research in Simulink.
Keywords: Identification, Modelling, Artificial Neural Network, Parametric
and Non-parametric identification methods, Fuzzy sets, MATLAB Environment

1. INTRODUCTION

State administration is an information-decision system that supports the functioning of state. At present, Polish state administration operates on market economy terms. The process of system transformation, i.e. structural changes connected
with the transition from centralized administration to decentralized administration,
has almost finished. Poland faces new challenges connected with European integration. Such a situation requires further changes in administration and improvement
of successful system solutions. Therefore, there is a natural demand for a model of
state administration as a system in order to perform research concerning regularities in the development, i.e. regularities in the structural and parametric changes in
the state administration as a system.
In order to develop a model of the administration system, one may use modelling, i.a. control and systems methods. At least three methods of system modelling,
namely, analytic, identification and neural modelling lead to the model of state
administration system. The developed model of the system may be used in the process of simulation, for research experiments instead of a real system. Using the
model instead of the real system allows to reduce the cost and obtain the results for
the situations, not observed in the real system. The model may be obtained in different ways, with modelling being the most frequently used method, as it allows for
approximate reconstruction of the most important properties and characteristics of

the system. Such modelling combines classic modelling, i.e. the development of a
mathematical model based on rules and laws governing the real system (laws of
physics, economy, administration, etc.) called analytic modelling and identification
modelling, usually called the identification of the system [2,4,5,12-14]. Recently,
interest in using neural modelling to develop a model of state administration system development has increased considerably [1,3,6,7-13,15].
A primary goal of modelling as regards state administration is to simplify the
complex reality the state system comprises, which allows to study the state system
in isolation, as it is possible to e.g. expand and reduce the system including its subsystems, such as the tax administration or state budget systems.
Modelling plays a special role in technical and technical-economic sciences,
and, recently, also in management and administration sciences, especially as regards great and highly complex systems, which can be studied due to modelling of
relations and processes in the systems. The process of identification seen as such,
despite being different in terms of design, may be classified as modelling, and, in
consequence, identification modelling refers to the development of a model of administration system using laws of statistics in relation to the real system, as it is
impossible or difficult to distinguish laws governing the real system. At present, it
is possible to speak about the neural identification of the system, i.e. about a process of the development of the real state administration system model based on the
oriented model of the artificial neural network, which is trained using the data set
in the form of training and testing files [3,7,13,15].
The assumption of generalized concept of modelling, which leads to obtaining
a model of the system using various modelling techniques, allows to generate a
base that can be used to define specific situations. They include analytic modelling,
in which a mathematical model of the system is developed based on the laws of
physical nature governing the real object of state administration system1, identification modelling, in which a model of the System of SA is developed based on the
laws of statistical nature governing the real object, and neural modelling, in which
a model of the System of SA is developed based on the laws of the adaptive nature
governing the real object.
Identification modelling is usually defined on the basis of models known as
'black-box' or 'white-box', depending on the possessed information about the system that can be obtained prior to modelling. The 'black-box' model is used when
the acquisition of knowledge about the System of SA is difficult, and the 'whitebox' model is used when full knowledge about the System of SA is available. In
reality, ideal situations do not occur, which results in development of an intermediate model of the System of SA. The 'black-box' model is usually developed using
1

further: System of SA
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identification methods, including parametric, non-parametric or neural identification. Using neural networks for the identification of the System of SA allows to
obtain models in the form of artificial neural networks (ANN). The fundamental
problem that occurs during neural identification of the System of SA is the selection of the appropriate training method and the selection of the activation function
[1, 3, 5, 13, 15].
2. ANALYTIC MODELLING

Analytic modelling of the System of SA usually requires using a strictly defined mathematical machinery to describe the behaviour of the system for the purpose of controlling the development. Due to the importance of the problem of controlling the development of the System of SA, computing practice requires that
analytic modelling be preceded by the analysis of behaviour of the System of SA in
various extreme situation. For this reason, the development of the mathematical
model of the System of SA is followed by the computer analysis, synthesis or simulation. The model of the System of SA is useful for the purpose of controlling the
development of the real System of as it may be used for theoretical tests of different extreme situations that may take place in the real System of SA, and it does not
have any influence on the processes in the real system.
A mathematical model describes a real System of SA using input, output and
internal variables, which are interrelated, and the connections between the variables
depend on the type of modelling. The relationships between the variables may result form laws of physics, statistics or adaptation, and consequently, the values of
variables may belong to different sets, i.e. may be real, complex, text, logic, fuzzy
or quantum numbers, etc. Variables of all the above mentioned types represent
certain properties of the System of SA, e.g. measured values of inputs and outputs
of the System of SA in the yearly, monthly, quarterly, daily, hourly and minutebased, etc. system. Therefore, the mathematical model of the System of SA, developed in this way, is a set of functions that bind different variables from the point of
view of laws of physics that occur in the real System of SA, and in this way describe the relationships between the quantities in the system.
Analytic modelling includes methods of modelling based on the control and
systems theory, especially in the MATLAB environment, which allow to develop
mathematical models in the state space. Models in the form of the state equation
and output equation bind input and output quantities as well as state variables,
which allows to use them for the purpose of studying the development of the System of SA [5, 6, 8, 12, 14].
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3. IDENTIFICATION MODELLING

The concept of identification modelling, is best defined in the control and systems theory, where identification is understood as the development of a mathematical model of the System of SA based on the static and dynamic properties of elements and systems that constitute the whole system. In this case, identification
involves finding dependencies between the input and the output of the System of
SA based on the experimental data. Identification plays a significant role as regards
control systems and processes, as it allows for appropriate control of the System of
SA functioning, including its development, as the values of parameters of the System of SA are defined during identification, and then used in the real system.
The control and systems theory involves identification of systems or processes that occur in systems. In both cases, the identification comes down to the description of the model of the system or a process on the basis of data measured at
the input and output of the real System of SA. Such a model may describe inputoutput properties of the system, when such a system is created based on the sequences of input signals and the corresponding sequences of output signals or the
course of the output of the system, whose inputs are unavailable for measurement if
it is created based on the measured sequence of the output signal.
In each of the above mentioned cases, a model of the System of SA is developed by finding dependencies and relationships between the measured data without
the phenomenological familiarity with the System of SA or a given process occurring in the System of SA, i.e. without the detailed research on physical phenomena
taking place in the system or process (the system or process is then a 'black-box').
A model of the System of SA obtained during the identification experiments
may further be used for the synthesis of the control system or for simulation research done to anticipate the future behaviour of the system. The fundamental division of the methods of identification used for the identification of the System of SA
is a division into continuous and discrete models. Identification of continuous
models, apart from the so called classic identification of models in the form of
discrete responses of the first and the second order, still requires extensive research. Another division is a division into parametric methods, related to the description of the System of SA in the form of a model with a defined structure (so
called parametric model) and non-parametric methods that allow to obtain models
in other forms, e.g. in the form of an amplitude-phase characteristic of the impulse
response [4, 5, 13, 14]. There are many criteria according to which methods of
identification are divided. It is worth mentioning a division based on the type of the
identified System of SA, i.e. static identification, which aims to obtain a static
characteristic of the system, and dynamic identification, which aims to obtain a
model describing the dynamics (transitional states) of the system or process.
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The algorithms commonly used for the identification of systems and processes include the LMS method, least squares method (LS), and recursive least squares
method (RLS), the instrumental variable method and fast Fourier transform
[4, 5, 14]. The most popular method in the identification of control system is the
least squares method, which is a standard method of approximation of overdetermined systems, i.e. a set of equations, in which there is more equations than variables. The name "least squares" indicates that the final solution using this method
minimizes the sum of squared errors made in the solution of every equation. It is
used in the identification methods to estimate and determine the trend lines based
on a data set that consists of pairs of numbers. Usually, it is used in linear regression, but it may also be used for statistical determination of parameters of nonlinear trend lines.
4. NEURAL MODELLING

Main advantages of designing ANN in available computational environments
[5-12, 13, 15] include adaptability, self-organization, parallel processing of information, low cost of the development of the system model, and resistance to damage. Also, each designed artificial neural network has a specific architecture, activation functions, and properties acquired in the course of training, which predestine
them to perform strictly defined types of tasks [3, 7, 13, 15], e.g. data analysis
including discover groups, classification including making discoveries, approximation, prediction, optimization, image recognition, machine learning, etc.
The main dilemma of a designer that uses neural networks involves a compromise between the size of the data set for training and testing, and the complexity
of the architecture of the network. If the architecture is highly complex, the model,
which accurately maps the data set used for the estimation of parameters, fails
when it comes to new data, although it belongs the same statistical population. It is
caused by the overfitting of a model that has too many degrees of freedom to data,
which, in the case of neural networks, is called the 'overtraining' of the network
Due to unique properties of ANN (unrepeatable by any traditional computer
program) it is possible to obtain much better results when solving problems connected with training, including training the development of the System of SA.
ANN also proved to be a simple tool, which facilitates solving the problem of discovering regularities in the development, especially, as regards data mining. The
biggest advantage is the speed of operation of the trained neural network, which is
a result of parallel processing of information and the originality of their functioning, similar to the process of learning of live organisms [1, 7, 15].
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5. A MODEL OF FISCAL ADMINISTRATION IN THE MATLAB ENVIRONMENT

A flowchart of the Fiscal Administration system2 in the MATLAB and Simulink environment was built after the identification of the SA system using the
System Identification Toolbox3 based on real numerical data for the years 19932007 and forecast numerical data for the years 2008-2020.
In our case, to carry out the experiment, the input and output have been prepared on the basis of available statistical data from the Justice, Public Finance and
Statistics Office, crashed on-five quarters (due to difficulties in accessing some
data to carry identification includes 11 inputs and 7 outputs, which marked symbol
of: u001 - the number of tax offices, u002 - the number of notes, u003 - the amounts
recovered, u004 - the amount of arrears PLN, u005 - the number of titles to perform,
u006 - employment in the cells of execution, u007 - the number of applications made,
u008 - the number of customs chambers, u009 - number of rooms revenue, u010 number of employees in the Treasury Chambers, u011 - number of fiscal control
offices, y001 - count. factors enforced, y002 - the number of instruments (done), y003 the number of decisions to discontinue, y004 - income tax PLN, y005 - average gross
monthly salary PLN, y006 - crime bills, y007 - number of inspections at the request of
the tax interview [6, 12].
When the model of the system in the form of matrix theta4 was obtained, its
flowchart was generated using Simulink. The idfun was used in modelling, which
allowed to obtain the values of output signals of the model – experiment 15
[4, 6, 12].

2

further: SA
further: SIT, In order to identify the environmental uses System Identification Toolbox. It has a
diverse set of functions and libraries with which it is possible to construct mathematical models of
dynamic input and output of data. It also allows the use of techniques in the field of time and frequency to match the model to the one-and multi-channel data.
4
The matrix format of theta (short for th) used in the MATLAB environment and the theory of identifying system performance is a matrix model identification system (theta matrix format) that contains
all the information about the model, its structure and estimators of parameters and their estimation
using covariance. Th matrix has a defined size. Each th element of the matrix contains a specific
message. And so the first row elements include: estimates of variance parameters, sampling interval T
and the model parameters - degree polynomials A(q), nb - the degree of the polynomial B(q), nk delay the output signal y(θ) relative to the input signal u(θ), etc. the second row shows the rate of FPE
(eg. mean square error), year, month, day, minute and a code number identifying command executed,
according to which the model was generated in the third row of the model parameter estimates are in
alphabetical order a1, a2, ..., ana, b0, b1, ..., bnb (the omitted are zero and one at the beginning of the
polynomial), lines 4 to 3 + n containing an estimate of the covariance matrix.
5
In the work [6] is shown more experiment and its results
3
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Figure 1. Models of State Administration for real and forecast data. Describe: Eksperyment
nr 1 – Experiment no 1, Model Administracji Skarbowej – Model of Tax Office, dane rzeczywiste - real data, dane prognozowane – forecast data, bt – time, ui – i – input i = b001 –
b011)Yj – j - output of Simulink model (j=1 – 7). Source: work [15, 17, 30]

The following blocks were used to build the flowcharts: From Workspace
(Sources) that allows to enter input elements in the form of a vector, Subsystem
(Ports & Subsystem) that symbolizes a complex structure containing blocks of
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input and output ports, S-Function (Functions & Tables) that allows to define user's
own function, In (Signals & Systems) that inputs external signals into the subsystems, Out (Signals & Systems) that outputs signals to external blocks, Mux (Signal
Routing) that integrates separate signals into a vector of signals, Demux (Signal
Routing) that separates the elements of a vector into independent signals, Scope
(Sinks) that allows to visualize the course of the process of simulation, Bus Creator
(Signal Routing) that integrates input quantities into a data bus, Sum that sums
signals [4, 6, 12] (fig. 1).
The above mentioned blocks were used to build 6 flowcharts, which were
then used for simulation research. The first experiment involved simulation, in
which real data were used as input data for subsystems of state administration.
As a result of simulations in Simulink, using the model in fig. 1, the results
presented in table 1 were obtained, with each result generated independently. Data
depend on the results of identification of the SA subsystems.

A3.

Compilation for Y2

A2.

Compilation for Y3

A1.

Compilation for Y1

Table 1. The results of simulations for real and forecast data (for real data - on the left, and
for forecast data - on the right). Symbols: y – the value of the difference between the signals, x - a period of time (unit of time - 1 month)

D1.

D2.

D3.
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A6.

A7.

Compilation for Y4
Compilation for Y5
Compilation for Y6

A5.

Compilation for Y7

A4.

D4.

D5.

D6.

D7.

Source: work [17]

The compilation of results labelled as A1, A3, A4 and A6 shows a temporary
increase, followed by the decrease in the values of output quantities. The graphs
stabilize and reach the constant value in the last stage.
6. CONCLUSION

The paper contains an overview of the most important methods of modelling,
including analytic modelling, identification modelling and neural modelling.
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The results of simulations presented in the paper, prove high usefulness of
Simulink for such experiments. Models in the form of the characteristic th developed using the real data as well as the forecast data, exhibit similar trends and behaviour of the characteristics for the same input data.
The proposed models of the state administration system, i.e. matrices th,
flowcharts developed based on these matrices and methods of doing simulation
research using Simulink may be successfully applied for the analysis and simulations of real state administration systems, such as fiscal administration.
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Abstract. The productivity paradox lets us look at effective information
technology usage in a wider context: only through combining the right strategy, competent people, restructuring economic processes and organisational
structures, as well as appropriate technologies, can we achieve the unique
benefits from implementing management support information systems. What
becomes increasingly important is analysing IT projects, not only from the
perspective of technology and programming, but also organisational and economic issues. Currently, the same type of information system, in analogical
organisational and functional conditions, can be implemented and launched
through a realisation of drastically different types of IT projects. The main
goal of article is to present typology of IT project to support management
based on analysing different types of management support IT system projects
in its different aspects, i.e. technological, organisational, economic, functional. This approach allows us to diagnose the logic of entrepreneurs and managers in IT project realisation.
Keywords: Typology, MIS, IT project

1. INTRODUCTION

The last two decades of the 20th century have proven that the sole application
of information technologies does not always lead to success in economic activity or
socio-economic life. Researchers and entrepreneurs have found that a higher expenditure on information projects is not followed by a significant growth of
productivity of workers, enterprises, branches or whole economic systems; in fact,
on the basis of statistical data analysis, we can come to a contradictory conclusion
– a lack of correlation between the expenditure on IT and measurable productivity
indicators.[1] Discovering the phenomenon known as “the productivity paradox”
provoked managers to reflect on the process of building enterprise IT infrastructure
and the methods, techniques and tools used, not only from the perspective of software engineering or technology, but also analysing economic effectiveness of the
informatisation processes, products and services resulting from them [9].

The author of this article aims at presenting current, extended typology of IT
projects to support management based on previous research performed by M.
Dyczkowski [1]. The choice of this goal and range of research has the following
research consequences. First of all, it allows for an insight into the rarely researched subject of typology of current IT projects to support management. Secondly, it is aimed at researching empirically the wide scope of selected IT project
that show knowledge up-to-date related on this subject.
Management support IT systems constitute a numerous and very dynamically
developing group of applications. A fast development of functional and technological qualities in management support IT systems is stimulated by the development
of science, technology and, above all, organisational requirements. More and more
frequently, it is not IT systems themselves but the IT projects aimed at organisation
management support that are subject to research and analysis. It results from the
fact that IT projects fall under a wider range of analysis, including not only the sole
information system, but also a group of activities, resources and links between
them, that lead to creating an IT solution.[2] A basic research attitude is dividing
the study population into sub-groups with similar qualities and then identifying and
characterising them.
2. DEFINITION AND ATTRIBUTES OF A MANAGEMENT SUPPORT IT
PROJECT

In common understanding, a project is the process of creating new objects, introducing structural changes, modifying the existing objects or introducing structural changes, modifying the existing objects or introducing new products and services and thus introducing changes. In his work “Sprawność i błąd”(Efficiency and
Mistake), the creator of praxeology, T. Kotarbiński, points out that a project is a
complex multi-subject action, carried out according to a plan, which, because of its
complexity, may be created using special methods. According to P. Lech, a management support IT project [2] is the total of activities, resources and links between them, aimed at solving an economic issue using the tools of information
technology. Due to the general ambiguity of many criteria, it is difficult to use classification as a research method for management support IT systems. For this reason, many researchers choose typology of management support information projects as their general research approach. In the subject literature, we can find several works on IT project typology. It is worth noticing M. Dyczkowski’s typology of
IT projects.[1] In his analysis of IT projects, M. Dyczkowski presented the most
important attributes, i.e. qualities characterising these projects amongst other types
of activity conducted by organisations.
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Table 1. The most important attributes characterising projects
Attribute
Purposefulness (task orientation, result
orientation)

Characteristic
They are undertaken to realise a precisely
defined product or service
(project result).

Uniqueness

They are undertaken every time in order to
provide for different needs, in different
environments, with specific limitations and
requirements.
Complexity
They require decomposition into separate
tasks, coordination, engaging different
resources.
Time limitation (temporary aspect)
They have defined start dates, end dates
and duration time, realisation teams are
temporary.
Significant functional autonomy
They are often independent and visibly
separated from the other routine (process)
facility activities.
Structural autonomy
They are conducted by specific organisational structures.
Realisational multi-subjectivity
Workers from different departments partic(collectivity)
ipate, including workers from outside the
facility; an activity integrator is appointed.
Management specificity
Management based on methods, techniques
and tools specific for this type of activity;
requires special knowledge and skills.
Source: “Efektywność przedsięwzięć informatycznych. Podstawy metodyczne pomiaru i
przykłady zastosowań” (Effectiveness of IT projects. The Basic Evaluation Methods and
Usage Examples), H. Dudycz, M. Dyczkowski. Wyd. AE, Wrocław 2006
3. TYPOLOGY OF IT PROJECTS

In recent years, we have seen a great variety of management support IT projects. Consequently, we need an insightful analysis of company IT infrastructure
building, along with an analysis of methods, techniques and tools used, not only
from the perspective of software engineering or technology, but also from the perspective of economic effectiveness evaluation of the informatisation processes and
the resulting products and services. Considering the foreseen stagnation and recession in the development of many countries, economies or enterprises, the aim of
modern information technology management, directed at building enterprise value,
is using IT to support a company’s strategy realisation and modifying it where
using information technologies may guide the company through this difficult peri-
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od and help it achieve a temporary competitive edge. In the short term, enterprises
will be aiming at increasing direct or indirect profits resulting from IT project realisation and, simultaneously, paying special attention to minimising cost related to
IT functioning. The typology should be designed taking into consideration the status quo, as well as current changes and trends in the area of technology, organisation and functionality of IT projects to make its practical usage possible. This typology is aimed at:
Systematising sets of IT projects or phenomena belonging to the science of
business informatics.
Creating a scheduling description of the IT projects group under consideration.
Designing, systematising and specifying the conceptual apparatus characteristic for the given range of business informatics.
Management support IT projects can be grouped according to the following criteria:
1. Project aim defined by the perspective of the organisation where the IT
system is being implemented.
The aim may concern the main or supplementary activity of the organisation. The aim may reflect planned or obtained benefits from a management
support IT project. The aim should be described in the most precise and
measurable way possible.
2. IT system type.
The two types of IT projects described differ in the method of work realisation, attainable effects, the degree of project complexity and risks involved.
3. The size and subject range of an IT project may be characterised through a
criterion based on the following parameters:
a. The number of end users who work with the information system directly.
b. The number and character of end users inside the organisation where
the IT project is being completed.
c. Duration of the IT project.
4. The strategy of company informatisation should account for the reasons of
undertaking such information project resulting from the organisation’s
strategy [3], its system of values [4] and hence its long-term goals and priorities in the project’s evaluation. Therefore, strategic IT initiatives may be
undertaken for one or several reasons.
5. Project’s life cycle phase is defined as part of the IT project’s realisation
methods. A project consisting of building new IT software from scratch
requires different methods than a project where an adapted standard information system is implemented. Despite the existing differences in the divi-
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sion and nomenclature of phases and stages of specific methods, we can
always recognise project phases.
6. Project business model – until recently, IT projects were characterised by a
homogenous approach, consisting in the requirement of carrying out an
original investment in servers and infrastructure, operation system licence,
database, applications and finally the implementation service. In the last
few years, this model has been undergoing gradual changes, increasing the
possibility of minimising the original investment and increasing flexibility
(i.e. decreasing or increasing) the functional, technological and organisational range of an IT project.
7. The type of information system assumes a division of information systems
according to the typology proposed by J. Kisielnicki[5], E.Turban [6],
Laudon K., Laudon J. [7], A. Senn [8].
8. The realisation method defines who will be realising project tasks in the IT
project.
Table 2. Typology of IT projects
Criterion
1

The scope of realisation

Types of projects
Basic

Supplementary

2

The type of information system

3

Project size

A project consisting
of implementing an
adapted standard
information system.
A project consisting
of building an information system
from scratch.
Micro-projects

Small projects

General characteristic
A scope linked to the key business
processes allowing for realisation
of basic activities, e.g. implementing a production management
module in a manufacturing company.
A scope linked to business processes allowing for completion of
supplementary activities, e.g.
implementing a tangible assets
management module in an insurance company.
A project consisting of adapting a
standard information system to the
specific user requirements, e.g. an
ERP system.
A project consisting of building a
single dedicated information system, e.g. an individual taxation
system.
The number of end users: 1-5; the
number of key users: 1-2; duration: up to 3 months.
The number of end users: 5-20;
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Medium-size projects
Big projects.

Large projects

4

Strategy

Market survival
strategy

Achieving saltatory
innovation

Platform for changes strategy

5

Project lifecycle
phase

Diagnostics phase

Analytical-design
phase

Production or software adaptation
phase
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the number of key users: up to 5;
duration: 3-6 months.
The number of end users: up to
100; the number of key users: up
to 10; duration: 6-12 months.
The number of end users: up to
1000; the number of key users:
50-100; duration 2-3 years.
The number of end users: over
1000; the number of key users:
over 100; duration: 4-6 years.
Strategy linked to the company’s
survival on the market treats an
information system implementation as a tool allowing the company to survive on the market.
Strategy linked to the need to
achieve innovations saltatorily
treats an information system implementation as a tool allowing to
achieve innovations quickly and
momentaneously.
Platform for changes strategy
treats an ERP system implementation as a platform for introducing
permanent, step changes in the
period of the company’s system
lifecycle.
The design diagnostics phase
consists of registering the actual
course of organisation, its analysis
and evaluation, finding solutions
and elements that are incorrect or
may be perfected.
The analytical-design phase consists of identifying detailed technological and functional requirements of an information system
and designing a theoretical prototype. The analytical-design phase
is completed with a functional
analysis document.
The production or software adaptation phase consists of programming, parameterising and infor-

Implementation
phase

Launch phase

Operational phase

6

Project business
model

Cloud processing
(virtualisation)

Original investment
model

Interim model

7

The type of information system and
functionality group

Type 1 - support
systems
Type 2 -transaction
systems
Type 3 management information systems
Type 4 - advisory
systems

Type 5 - complex
systems

mation system testing according to
the designed theoretical prototype.
The implementation phase consists of conducting acceptance
tests, trainings and documentation
of the created software.
The launch phase consists of the
final launching of the created
software.
The operational phase consists of
stabilising the system’s work and
using it on the basis of SLA.
The processing model based on
using services delivered by external organisations. It means that the
original investment, i.e. server and
license purchase or the necessity
to install and administer software,
is eliminated.
A model based on investment
realisation, i.e. purchasing all the
necessary equipment and software, as well as software installation and administration services,
in the initial phase.
An interim model between the
cloud-processing model and the
original investment model, e.g.
collocation service.
Office and administration support
information systems. May also
include teaching support systems.
Recording and reporting systems
for operative level, e.g. order
fulfilment.
Organisation monitoring systems:
monitoring sections, surroundings
or particular people.
Decision-control systems using
optimising and heuristic methods,
simulating systems, genetic algorithms and neuron networks.
Systems combining all of the
above mentioned information
system characteristics into one.
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8

Realisation method

Internal team

External team
Mixed team

Only the employees of the company where the project is being
completed participate.
Only the provider’s employees
participate.
The project group consists of both
the company’s employees (the socalled key and end users) and
external consultants.

Source: own study based on H. Dudycz, M. Dyczkowski, “Efektywność przedsięwzięć
informatycznych. Podstawy metodyczne pomiaru i przykłady zastosowań” (Effectiveness of
IT Projects. The Basic Evaluation Methods and Usage Examples),
Wyd. AE, Wrocław 2006
4. CONCLUSION

The typology of IT projects is open, both in terms of new technological systems and new ways of completing IT projects. The dynamics of business informatics development results from the development of different information systems and
the increasingly wider range of methods available for completing IT projects [9].
Thanks to the cloud processing method, we are now witnessing revolutionary
changes in the history of informatics, whose results will influence information technology and, most importantly, the organisation of IT projects. The management
support IT project typology presented above, which is an expanded typology proposed by M. Dyczkowski [1], includes the shifting trends in management support IT
projects. In many aspects, i.e. technologically, organisationally, economically and
functionally, this management support IT projects’ typology allows us to diagnose
the logic of entrepreneurs and managers in the area of current IT project realisation.
According to the author of this article, current typology should contribute to attracting attention to the improvement in effectiveness, efficiency and performance of
processes forming an IT project as a whole. It is particularly important to consider
development challenges in the times of stagnation and economic recession.
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TECHNOLOGY AND DATABASE SYSTEMS IN THE
HIERARCHIC ORGANIZATIONS MANAGEMENT
Henryk Wyrębek
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Abstract. This article aim is to evaluate the use of database systems in the
hierarchical organizations management on the example of the district labor
office. The research problem is to determine what extent the use of database
systems improves hierarchic organizations for example, the district labor office. District labour offices were required to extend access to information
with the intention of getting the unemployed, and to provide statistics, and information about the labor market which results in the database is to provide
the necessary data and information to persons seeking employment or information.
Keywords: e-DOK system, PLUS system, district labour offices

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important issues today is an efficient system of information
flow. The secretariats of most offices take every day dozens of letters: inquiries,
official documents, orders. Procedures for handling correspondence, and how to
delegate tasks to employees have a significant impact on the course of matters related to the received documents. In the era of computers and the Internet unit of
state government were forced to computerization and modernization of their databases. Authorities have been obliged to make public information.
The effectiveness of offices due to the ability to fit customer requirements
while providing high quality services.
Tools to effectively support the efficiency of the offices are computer systems,
particularly systems that manage work processes. Systems of this type makes you
follow the steps according to the defined operating procedure. Each stage of work is
being carried out by a specific person in a given time and the specific data. These
systems provide a suitable computing environment to perform such activities.
The amendment of the Act on employment promotion and labor market institutions aims to improve the operation of public employment services, and increased
access to labor market services provided to the unemployed, and job seekers, and

employers seeking employees. The Act access to information about job vacancies
in a website.
The purpose of information systems is the need to streamline the activities of
labor offices in all its areas of activity. The district labor offices have implemented
two database systems: e-DOK and PLUS. The main objective of this paper is to
present the best practices in the use of database systems in an organization.
2. THE TASCS PERFORMED BY LABOUR OFFICES

The Labour Office performs the tasks in the field of promotion and employment, alleviation of unemployment and occupational activation. In carrying out the
tasks of the district labor office interacts with other labor market institutions, government bodies and local authorities, with the advice of employment, employers'
organizations, individual employers, trade unions, foundations and associations.
Tasks performed by the Labour Office:
the development and implementation of employment promotion and encouragement of the local labor market,
acquisition and management of financial resources to carry out tasks related to activation of the local labor market,
assist the unemployed and job seekers to find work and employers in finding workers for job placement and career counseling,
registration of the unemployed and job seekers,
initiation and implementation of labor market instruments,
initiating, organizing and financing services and labor market instruments,
initiate and support the creation of job clubs;
initiating, organizing and financing of local projects and other activities for
the activation of the unemployed,
the development of studies and reports, including conducting surveillance
of deficit and surplus, and the evaluations of the labor market for employment councils and county employment authorities,
initiating and implementing projects aimed at solving or mitigating the
problems associated with the planned redundancies of groups of employees
for reasons related to work,
cooperation with the county councils for the promotion of employment and
employment using the Labour Fund,
dissemination of information about counseling services and training, the
organization of public works and social employment on the basis of separate regulations,
the award and payment of allowances and other benefits of unemployment,
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implementation of tasks resulting from the right of free movement of
workers between countries, in particular the implementation of tasks related to participation in the EURES network,
organizing and financing training.
3. TECHNOLOGIES AND DATABASE SYSTEMS USED IN THE DISTRICT
LABOUR OFFICE

To improve the business district labor offices uses two database systems:
e-DOK and PLUS.
The e-Doc was made in the client-server technology. Thanks to this high performance achieved through the transfer of data service operation on the database
server and database protection easier.
Connects client applications made in different technologies, with different operating systems.
The system can operate in a stand-alone version, in which the database server
and the application are located on a single machine, and the network version where
the database server is on a different computer than the client application.
Applications are described in Visual FoxPro software for Microsoft Windows. The
application works on Windows since version 98, Millennium, 2000, XP, Vista.
The recommended operating system is Windows XP. Application runtime
files are located on the client hard drive. Download the new version is done automatically when a new version of the FTP server. Client station connects to the database using ODBC client software. Hardware requirements for client workstation
class computer is the minimum Celeron 600, RAM 128 MG, 100MG of free hard
disk space, 1024x768 video resolution.
The data are stored in a relational database MySQL. Relational databases are
viewed as a collection of tables, which are presented in the appropriate relationship
between the data [1].
It is a product that uses a transactional database engine InnoDB. On the server, the FTP service is required with SSL support, used to download the update application on the workstations and storage of scanned documents. Module to check
the status of the case on the website requires you install Apache with support for
HTTPS and PHP package on the server (Linux, Windows), available on the public
Internet. ESP module requires box in Windows Server installed, and Sun Java System Server Aplicaton inch scripting in Java and database PostrageSQL [5].
PLUS technology consists of a client-server technology to work properly requires a database server PROGRESS. The server consists of a Pentium II processor
at least 3000, the recommended minimum RAM 512 MG. 2x10 GB hard drive
SCSI, SCSI controller, network card: 1x10/100 Mbps recommended minimum
indicated DAT steamer.
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The workstation should include: a minimum of a Pentium II processor,
a minimum of five 32 MG of RAM, a network card (10/100 Mbps recommended),
a local or a network printer.
4. PLUS SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

To improve The computer system supports offices work to achieve their main
task, which is to reduce the unemployment rate. The objectives of the system can
not self-contained but subordinated organizations [2]. PLUS system consists of 11
applications supporting work in various functional areas of the office work.
Features PLUS application software system provides:
the integrity of the database,
control the legal and formal processes be triggered by the introduction of
modifying, or deleting data.
Plus system was created as part of a project called Automation Systems Offices of Labour and Social Welfare Organization funded by the World Bank. Coordinator of special projects team was appointed by the Office of Science of the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy. The project took place in 1995-1999 year. Plus
includes more than 450 installations, which is the system used in over 94% of the
labor offices, of which 84% do not use in addition to the other system.
The main areas of action of the system are:
the collection and processing of data from professional activation ranges,
planning and control of the labor market programs,
study the effectiveness of the financing decisions of individual programs,
monitoring of the destination and use of funds,
management support-providing information management: analysis and performance indicators.
electronic flow of information between employment offices, and banks,
state institutions and insurance,
automating customer service operations office work,
current adapt the system to change, requirements governing the labor market, the needs of the labor offices, and technological change.
PLUS system includes :
formal support for people (FO),
financial benefits (SF),
placement (PP),
temporary work and internships (PO),
training and counseling (SZ),
finance (FK),
human resources (KD),
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wages (PL),
statistics (ST)
efficiency ratio (WE),
administrators (AD).
Formal support for people (FO) is associated with customer support office
work, such as the unemployed, job seekers, graduates and others. The primary
function is to determine the rights of the unemployed to receive financial benefits.
Recorded information will help you measure the skills and expectations of people
seeking employment, and above all have an impact on the proper selection of jobs
or training. The main functions is to record and modify customer data office work.
Registering consecutive events making up stories of people. Job matching and
training according to the qualifications and expectations of the labor office. Granting rights to receive financial benefits. Support customer visits and calls to the
office. Printing customer documents including registration cards, decisions, benefit
payment cards, certificates and PIT-11.
Financial benefits (SF) are associated with the implementation of all activities
related to the assessment of the amount of financial benefits, generation of relevant
documents, registration and settlement of benefits paid and the settlement of Social
Security and the Tax Office. The main task of this module is to generate collective
benefits payment documents. Settlement payments and distribution of documents
in the accounts. Verify the list of benefits payments and making a list of benefits is
not taken .. printing decisions, certificates, cards, payments and communications.
Print documents PIT-4 and PIT-11. Generating forms and billing statements to the
Social Security and data export d payer.
Placement (PP) is a module created to support activities that primarily office
work such as tackling unemployment. It provides these capabilities to customers
through the creation of data banks on the planned layoffs, employers offered work
stations and their associated qualification requirements. You can access the data of
job seekers and the unemployed entered into the system through the registration of
persons and their processing in accordance with the needs of the Department of
Labour Mediation. Provides procedures for the automation of matching existing
vacancies and candidates with appropriate qualifications. It helps supervise the
execution of the work referrals issued to the unemployed. Generates reports on
public assistance. Generates data in the form of an XML file in the National Labour Market Monitoring and opportunities associated with keeping records of contracts activation and generation of reports.
Temporary work and internships (PO) module is related to the support of
young people and graduates by the time refunding of wages and social security
contributions. The most important features of this module include registration organizer / employer, job record, the application and the contract of interim work and
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internships. Further features include support for refund with the registration of
applications. Then the requests for service awards and service advances and grants.
The next important capabilities that can perform the service module is concluded
contracts for the employment of unemployed makers, as well as support of the ESF
projects and generate reports.
Training and counseling (SZ) module is related to support activities in the
field of organization and control training, job clubs, and professional counseling.
The main objectives of the module, data collection and training institutions offer
training and labor market needs analysis on the basis of submitted jobs, and training and career preferences of the unemployed. Quite an important issue is also the
potential of the qualification of candidates for vocational training due to the qualifications and training of the unemployed preferences and requirements of the
course provider. What is the consequence of organizing and recording the results
appendage professional advice, and generate reports.
Finance (FK) fully support this module complete accounting records, and is
responsible for the realization of operations and cash flows. The task is to support
the planning, allocation and execution, and monitoring of the budget, as well as
supports and enhances public service funds. His division is related to the corresponding departments of the financial entities such as the Labour Fund, Budget,
Investment Fund. The application enables the flow of information between all levels of the organization. The main tasks of the module include the generation and
processing of accounting and accounting documents generated in the substantive
applications of the system. An important feature is the ability to create models of
the Budget and the Labour Fund, including monitoring and controlling the use of
funds. There was no need to bypass the ability to track and control obligations including monitoring cash flow, and generate reports and statements and reports for
any selected time periods.
Human resources (KD) module supports the realization of current activity related to handling HR data, calculate internships, the absence of control, maintenance of social benefits. The main tasks that you can do is pray for the hiring and
firing of employees of the office work, registering and updating HR data collected
during the course of employment. It is possible to calculate internships included in
determining the rights of workers, employees and conducting service-related benefits under the Social Fund. Conduct investigations in the absence of labor and service jobs in the office. Runs the training of employees in the office and the bidirectional exchange of information between agencies. Quite important feature is the
ability to print documents and reports, the compilation and lists of personal affairs.
Wages (PL) is that the module is designed to generate payroll and related
documents for employees and contractors of labor offices. Is systematically related
to the application of finance, which generates electronic transfers and generate
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appropriate settlement documents payroll, prepared on the basis of accounting
principles. The main tasks of the application components are calculating payroll
and printing the final lists according to specific templates. You can store and share
information, and paid accrued payments ingredients list. With a fairly significant
issues include the information needed to record payroll employees, as well as recording contracts-orders and data on the client. Prepares prints necessary to account for the Labour Office of the Tax Office. Produces monthly statements and
reports to the Social Security accounts. Draw up a statement of the indicated components, and creates templates payroll components and patterns.
Statistics (ST) is a unit engaged in conducting an extensive internal reporting
needs of individuals and to the Statistical Office. The main task of this module is
the periodic generation of reports for their units and the parent, the parent also create your own definition statements and summary reports. You can also transfer
elements defined statements and statements as well as statements have been calculated. Any, is the ability to present a statement from a list of data, or in the form of
a report. In addition it is possible to export data to MS Excel software package.
Efficiency ratio (WE) is a unit engaged in the provision of numeric values,
specifying the scale occurring phenomena and individual and average costs of taking action. The indicators are mainly used by management for planning and control, are able to realistically assess the progress of work of the office and improve
the efficiency of the real. The main activities of this application include calculating
and defining the indicators and the export and import of GM ingredients.
Administrators (AD), the application allows you to functions not directly related to the activities of the Authority, but are, however, systems management, data
access privileges, dictionaries, parameters, and data archiving. The main tasks of
this application is to manage user access to the system PLUS, monitoring changes
in the system database, system parameterization, modify local variables PLUS
systems, log archiving operations, data security, co-operation with the document
management subsystem [6].
5. FEATURE OF E-DOK

The e-DOK system is used to manage documents and tasks of employees,
creates consistent basis outgoing documents. Allows full control of the whole of
the office of outgoing correspondence.
The e-DOK system provides:
registration information about the fees associated with sending correspondence,
logging recipient of correspondence,
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registration information about the source of correspondence (person, organizational unit),
print envelopes (print address of the sender, the recipient, the symbol of the
case and,
mail print books broadcasting,
correspondence sent registration attributes,
search by multiple criteria.
System users identify themselves by name and password. Ability to select the
system option determines their position and responsibilities. On the application
form contains information on the user, so it gives the administrator privileges to
individuals.
6. CONCLUSION

Development of information technology increases the importance of local
government
information resources
to
support
local
development.
Nowadays, information is considered to be one of the main resource of any organization, which are also one of the key success factors, which are the reason for being, and allowing the development of public administration in the environment [3].
Public administration to a greater extent acts as a service provider which provides citizens, and businesses of processed information. Active attitude administration is necessary to create a new market intermediary between the individual
sources, unprocessed information, and consumers waiting for valuable information,
a synthetic, properly prepared, and presented using modern tools [4].
The efficiency of performance of the labor office after the implementation of
the database system has increased substantially (see table 1).
E-DOK system manages workflow, allows you to record data in a common database, in accordance with established rules, allows the rapid exchange of data and
information between workstations and organizational units, and their monitoring.
PLUS system improves the ability of the labor office to the current implementation of the statutory tasks and improves the organization of work. Clears the flow
of information inside the office and work among other offices. To a large extent
improve the functioning of the management and implementation of office tasks.
The Labor Office divides its employees by creating three divisions formal, active and support enhances the action of the office, as employees using PLUS systems, and e-DOK must perform tasks in accordance with a defined procedure of
work, each stage of the work must be performed by a specific person at a specific
time, and specific data.
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Table 1. Quantitative summary of the tasks performance by the labor office
(selected aspects)

No.

1.
2.

The type of tasks

The number of contacts with clients (unemployed)
The number of contacts with customers
(employers)

One year before
the implementation of database
systems

One year
after the implementation of
database
systems

3682

4258

281

316

5827

8634

3.

The number of pieces of advice.

4.

Job placement

64

129

5.

Internships

49

61

6.

Employment in intervention works

59
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Source: own study based on the data received from the labor office

E-DOK and PLUS systems streamline tasks labor offices. They have been
made in the client-server technology, the architecture of a computer system that
allows the use of the database the server is used to store data for applications from
customers and provide services on their behalf.
The basis of modern information systems are database management. They are
present in all systems management support [2].
Database is a collection of data stored in a specific way in the structures of the
corresponding given data model. In colloquial terms, include data and program
specialized for data collection and processing.
Database systems e-DOK and Plus are an important element supporting the
implementation of tasks by labor offices.
The main idea is to increase the system efficiency of the office work and the
performance of its main task, which is to reduce the unemployment rate, and to
mitigate its effects.
Database systems are very much affected by the work of the office of accelerating the flow of information between the employer and the unemployed.
Full range of vacancies available to a wider number of unemployed, the only
criterion is to have a computer with internet connected. Sending letters through the
database service becomes much faster because the system doing all the activities
for the employee, and he is just the coordinator. You can upload and download the
official document templates without having to visit the office.
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Abstract. Modern banking requires fast and error free transmission and processing of information, what wouldn’t be possible without information systems. The paper presents the main suppliers of banking information systems
and discusses the basic products offered by them. The classification of banking systems is made according to the type of banking activity. The systems
used in Polish banks, especially the banks which finance farming and plant
processing production, are discussed in details. Then information technology
used in the implementation of banking systems are reviewed and evaluated.
In the final section an analysis of the development trend of banking systems
according to the technological aspect and also the latest standards of data exchange were provided.
Keywords: knowledge management, banking information systems, software
architecture

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, in the developed countries banks are important part of the economy. Banks are subject to numerous regulations there are many legal requirements
established by the national legislation and international agreements like Basel III.
Despite that banks have a particular position, they are subject to the rules of the
market as many other commercial institutions. This means that the adequate level
of services is necessary to be competitive on this market.. The client – bank communication over the time has changed. Besides traditional, face to face communication, clients can communicate with the bank directly using the phone or electronically through internet. Simultaneously, cash circulation decreased, traditional
banknotes and coins were partially replaced by cheques and credit cards. Now, in
the Internet age circulation of electronic money is the most important, also cheques
play an increasingly smaller role in transactions. Today, it becomes the standard
that the client establishes the bank account through a network and performs the
necessary operations using personal computer.
Modern banking requires fast and error free transmission and processing of
information. The faster data is sent, the quicker is the circulation of the money and

the effects of bank activity are better. The bank information system is a necessary
condition that the banks can operate effectively and seamlessly. Modern software
allows not only the smooth execution of banking and customer service, but also
provides a variety of analyses and quickly creates the necessary statements and
calculations for bank management. It creates possibilities of permanent control
over the flow of bank assets. New technologies causes that the client-bank relationship are changing. Mobile phones, and especially smart phones, together with the
Internet bring new value. Development of mobile banking systems at present time
puts new challenges.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the modern banking information systems. We concentrate on core banking systems and internet solutions. Especially,
we want to analyze and evaluate information systems used in Polish banking sector. Moreover, we are interested in the newest trends of such systems development
such systems. First, we characterize bank information systems, and then we make
review of main bank software vendors.
2. BANK INFORMATION SYSTEMS

According to the Webster Dictionary bank is “an institution for receiving, lending, and safeguarding money and transacting other financial business”. Of course
there are big differences between banks, for example some of them are big other
are small. We can divide the banks depending on the type of business. In most
countries there are central banks, typically government-owned, responsible for the
emission of money and ensuring liquidity to the banking system. These banks do
not generally lead to direct business with companies or individuals. We can divide
the banks because of the type of the customers. Typical retail banks have individuals and small businesses as customers. Business banks provide services to midmarket business but for large business entities we have corporate banks. We can
also distinguish private banks that manage the assets of very rich individuals.
Moreover, we can divide the banks according to the area of action. There are local
or regional banks, for example community banks that serves local customers and
enterprises. National banks typically act in the whole country. International banks
act in many countries but in general their activities are governed by the national
banking law. Also the type of banks activity is very different. There are saving
banks which concentrate on retail banking: payments, savings products and credits.
In many countries there are savings banks associated with national postal systems.
Merchant banks are engaged in trade finance. Investment banks activities are limited to the financial markets; they for example guarantee the sale of stock and bond
issues. Many of the banks have a very narrow business like mortgage or agriculture
banks. Very often, however, the banks keep wider activities and they are difficult
to classify. Special types are universal banks which combine wide service for indi-
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viduals and enterprises and are engaged in several of activities. In addition, not all
banks are geared to profit, for example objective of the activities may be support of
the protection of the environment. There are also Islamic banks which activities
must avoid interest, a concept that is forbidden in Islam.
Nowadays, all mentioned banks have to have information systems but of
course, such systems are very varied. Increasing role of information systems enabled using credit and debit cards, electronic funds transfer and other forms of noncash circulation of money. Due to the fact that money is stored as records in the
data bases we can call it electronic money. In addition, the development of computer networks has the convenience of using payment instruments even far from
the home bank. This was already possible through telephones but now has become
much simpler. Digitally stored money influenced the development of information
banking systems and, like feedback control; such systems caused wider use of electronic money. Internet caused new type of banks without any physical bank
branches, conceived and implemented wholly with networked computers. Today,
typical information banking system should support at least treasury, accounting,
deposits, loan and credit-processing, card payments and reporting. Such systems
are called core banking systems. We can easily conclude that architecture of the
core banking system should not be monolithic, but rather system should be divided
into set of modules corresponding to groups of operations carried out by him. This
allows the simplification of the management of the system and future development.
From the data storage point of view , architecture should be centralized. In other
words: one database and back-end system that processes daily banking transactions, and posts updates to accounts and other financial records, with many modules around it and varied front-end interfaces.
3. BANK SOFTWARE VENDORS

There are many vendor companies which implement core banking systems.
Last years the downward trend on that market is tendency to acquiring and merging. This means that companies offer many, sometimes competitive among themselves, solutions. Now we try to describe shortly most important vendors and their
products.
FIS - Fidelity National Information Services – is one of the biggest financial
software vendors and offers many known solutions: Fidelity-Corebank, Profile,
Systematics, IBS (Integrated Banking Services) and others. Fidelity – Corebank
solution is a customer-centric, real-time, relational database solution that provides a
24x7 continuous processing for global banks and supports a wide range of customer, product build, deposit, lending and payment functionality for the retail banking
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environment. It is based on IBM’s Information Framework Financial Services Data
Model (FSDM). The application architecture supports a component-based business
model and is designed to be efficient at reusing software components. The rights to
the second solution - Profile, were acquired by acquiring Sanchez Computer Associates. Profile is core banking solution, fast and flexible core processing system - a
real-time, multicurrency, deposit and loan core-banking system developed as a
single integrated solution. It contains thousands of configurable features that are
designed to meet the unique product needs of individual retail and commercial
financial organizations. It supports an installed base of hundreds of institutions
spanning over 20 different countries ranging from startups to top-tier global banks.
Profile has proven scalability and high availability makes it a premier alternative
for organizations that are committed to implementing a 24/7/365, always-on solution. Following FIS application is Systematics, it is a suite of retail banking applications that offers an integrated solution for customer, deposits, end-to-end lending, financial and management reporting. It is multicurrency, multilingual package
that is flexible for use within organizations of any size, business structure or geographic scale. Systematics was taken by FIS with the acquiring of Alltel company.
Fourth FIS application - Integrated Banking Services (IBS) is a highly flexible and
open solution to accommodate financial institutions that need to easily integrate
diverse technology with minimal risk and disruption to their business operations
and to their customers. It offers robust functionality, scalability and strong integration capabilities, making it the foremost outsourced core solution for retail and
commercial banking. IBS was acquired with Metavante Technologies.
The second important vendor is Oracle, more precisely its subsidiary Oracle
Financial Services Software. It offers FLEXCUBE Universal Banking Suites
based, of course, on Oracle database technology. FLEXCUBE (developed in CITIL
company, which stayed Oracle subsidiary) is a universal banking solution for retail,
corporate, internet and investment banking from front to back-office. It is a comprehensive, integrated-yet-modular, core banking solution suite. FLEXCUBE also
has the ability to support multi-bank, multi-currency and multi-channel operations,
using a widely recognized data model that will keep abreast of market dynamics.
Main module - FLEXCUBE Corporate - spans the entire spectrum of corporate
banking operations: trade finance, treasury, securities, derivatives, and a host of
other business segments. FLEXCUBE Retail - retail banking features supported by
FLEXCUBE include Automating Teller Operations, Signature Verification, and
Tracking Uncollected Funds. The solution also provides many other features.
Fiserv, like FIS, offers a few solutions: Signature, Precision, Premier and
ClearTouch. Signature by Fiserv, formerly known as Fiserv ICBS (International
Comprehensive Banking System), serves the account processing needs of larger
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financial institutions and those that require customized solutions to meet specific
business needs. The solution offers consistent customer information across multiple
delivery channels, streamlined business processes and the ability to mitigate risk.
Signature includes a comprehensive set of fully integrated modules. Next product Precision - supports new account and transaction processing, document management and imaging, online banking, business intelligence and risk management. It
can be deployed in-house or as an outsourced solution. Precision was acquired with
Precision Computer Systems. Third application - Premier from Fiserv - is a comprehensive, integrated and scalable bank platform that combines with other Fiserv
solutions to simplify and enhance virtually every function within financial institution. It’s proven technology from a trusted partner. Last application, Cleartouch
from Fiserv, is an online, real-time bank platform, which delivers powerful business analytics and customizable workflows to help banks drive revenue, increase
cross sales and build customer loyalty. Leveraging secure service-oriented architecture (SOA), clients have a single view of customer information across all channels
and can quickly adopt new technologies to keep pace with evolving business environments.
Temenos Group is a provider of banking software systems to retail, corporate,
universal, private, Islamic and microfinance and community banks. Main solution
is Temenos T24, previously known as GLOBUS (earlier owned by Electronic
Banking Systems company), which was developed using a complete modular SOA.
It is built on open architecture and is claimed to offer low cost of ownership and
uses established standards such as HTTP, XML and J2EE. The design of Temenos
T24 offers multiple application server support offering horizontal scalability and
supporting huge numbers of users with inherent non-stop resilience. T24 was designed to remove the need to run end of day processing. Retail functionality particularly includes: teller applications, savings accounts, mortgage processing with
past due obligations, funds transfers and standing orders, cheque and card management, ATM InterfaceBranch server processing. The second Temenos solution is
CoreBanking formerly known as Iris. Iris was developed by IBM and RSI (Rural
Servicios Informaticos) in Spain, to meet the demands of 71 separate rural savings
banks processed in a single data center (multi-bank, retail bank system). It was
based upon mainstream IBM technologies – MVS (later OS390), DB2, IMS (Information Management System) or CICS - and utilizing IBM’s Information
Framework. Complete right to Iris were acquired by Temenos and finally system
was renamed to Temenos CoreBanking. Now it is a scalable retail banking application capable of handling the business volumes of large banks. It feature, a Product
Engine built upon IBM’s IFW architecture, enabling new products and services to
be added quickly, reducing time to market.
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Now, we have to remark two fast growing companies operating on the global
market of banking systems: Infosys and Tata Consultancy Services (TCS). Infosys
offers Finacle solutions which is intended for the core banking, e-banking, mobile
banking, financial inclusion, Islamic banking, treasury, wealth management and
customer relationship management (CRM) requirements of retail, corporate and
universal banks worldwide. Tata group acquired Financial Network Services and
its product Bancs, and now under the name TCS Financial Solutions (TCS FS)
continues development of banking application software. TCS BaNCS is universal
financial platform, each solution in the suite runs as a scalable, robust component,
fully integrated with existing business models, enterprise and technology infrastructures.
Additionally, we have to mention two additional vendors which are not most
important but are available at Polish bank market. Alnova Technologies Corporation is an independent software vendor and a subsidiary of Accenture. Alnova Financial Solutions (formerly Altamira) is a modular core-banking solution, complete
set of applications for retail banking needs, and offers applications that support the
functions of a retail bank, including real-time processing, integrated channel delivery, customer centricity with 24x7 support. Second vendor - Callataÿ & Wouters is a provider of Thaler; scalable, end-to-end core banking technology and applications that deliver private wealth back office functionality as well as dedicated front
office capabilities including multi-channel distribution. They have strategic agreement with SAP and Thaler is integrated with SAP solutions for finance and risk
management.
Gartner regularly evaluates applications for banks and such evaluations are an
important source for institutions interested in banking systems. Gartner's Magic
Quadrant for International Core Retail Banking assesses vendors on the multicurrency products they offer in support of a bank's financial transaction management
in the retail banking market (Fig. 1). This Magic Quadrant assesses the suitability
of core banking system providers and their product offerings to address the impact
of these trends in the international retail core banking market. Gartner has evaluated the competitive landscape of core banking vendors that service the future of the
international retail banking market. This evaluation has uncovered the leading
strategies of these vendors and products, revealed their underlying product/service
capabilities, and affirmed their relevance to the changing conditions of the banking
industry. We have to note that the concept of a core banking system changed a little
through the years. Previously, we had systems, in which hardware platform and
operating system were closely integrated. Now, core banking systems are becoming less platform and database dependent and stay more flexible. It means bigger
competition among vendors and banks have more choices. As we can see (Fig. 1)
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most of mentioned vendors are leaders, which mean according to Gartner methodology, that they have most powerful solutions and simultaneously the greatest possibilities for development in accordance with market trends. We have to note that
situation in leaders quadrant does not differ from that of July 2009 or of September
2010. One of mentioned product – Alnova – is not present, because they did not
agree to participate in the screening process. In 2009 Alnova was classified in the
middle of niche players quadrant.

Figure 1. Magic Quadrant for International Retail Core Banking.
Source: Gartner Group

Similar evaluation made by Forrester found that Infosys Technologies, Tata
Consultancy Services (TCS), and Temenos are in the Leader category. Infosys
Finacle scores highly on multichannel enablement, platform agility, and implementation support; TCS BaNCS received high scores for banking platform functionality, deployment and operations, and both product and corporate strategy; and Temenos' banking platform benefits from balanced overall performance with high
scores in topics such as regulation. FIS's, Oracle's, Polaris', and SAP's banking
platforms are all Strong Performers with balanced approaches and high individual
scores [Forrester 2010].
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4. BANKING SOFTWARE IN POLAND

In Poland we have additionally two Polish companies important at local market. Asseco Poland SA provides the def3000 product family which meets the needs
of the biggest banks, as confirmed by benchmarking tests on IBM and SUN platforms. They have an extensive offer of supplementary solutions and services meet
the stringent EU banking requirements. Comarch focuses on modern solutions.
Comarch Internet Banking is a system that supports retail customers, SME, and
corporate clients. System supports: account management, personal finance, including home budgeting, deposits management (creating, modification, termination,
renewal), loans and mortgages, payment cards (debit, credit, charge), payments and
transfers and many others functionalities. Of course Asseco and ComArch are still
to small companies to take place in the whole world reports like Gartner or Forrester, but they are important at local market and try to expand to other countries.
In Poland, before the 1988, banking system was centralized in the structures
of the NBP, small cooperative banks were dependent and were in the structures of
BGŻ, Bank Handlowy had the monopoly on contacts with other countries, PKO
SA also had a specific role. After a period of transformation, many banks did not
have any information systems, PKO BP and new banks extracted from the NBP
have at most local information systems in branches. Overall, there was no longterm strategy, there have been mainly ad hoc activities. There were ordered applications in Polish companies, other banks used their own development teams, still
others purchased ready systems from abroad. For example: PKO BP implemented
system ZORBA from SoftBank (now part of Asseco); BRE with own forces performed the system of home banking BRESOK; Bank Handlowy implemented system Profile to develop retail banking. Foreign banks investment, bigger competitions and tendency to merging the resulted in further changes. Very spectacular
was integration of Systematics system in PKO SA and Profile in BPH during merging (both was Uni Credit subsidiaries). The largest deployment was the implementation of a system of Alnova in Bank PKO BP. We can summarize currently used
systems in bigger banks in a table 1.
It is worth to note that in the dynamically developing internet banking sector
the most successful is the Comarch company. For example PKO SA, ING Śląski,
BPH, BNP Paribas, Raiffeisen, Alior use Comarch Internet Banking.
Characteristic issue of information systems for banks is fact that there are
many differences between implementation of the same system. This is due to the
specificity of the given country and the scale of the bank activities. Typically, more
than 40% of implemented system is customized in terms of functionality. Implemented system must also be compatible with multiple legacy applications that are
used by the bank.
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Table 1. Core information systems in Polish banks
Bank
PKO BP
Inteligo
PKO SA
BRE
mBank
MultiBank
ING Śląski
BZ WBK
Getin
Millenium
Kredyt Bank
Citi (Handlowy)
Nordea
BGŻ
Bank Polskiej Spółdzielczości
BOŚ
BPH
Alior
Polski Bank Przedsiębiorczości

System
Alnova
Profile
Systematics
GLOBUS
Alnova
Alnova
ICBS
ICBS
Def3000
ICBS
Profile
Systematics
Flexcube
GLOBUS
Def3000
Eurobank
Finacle
Def3000
Profile
Profile
Flexcube

Vendor
Accenture
FIS (Fidelity)
FIS (Fidelity)
Temenos
Accenture
Accenture
Fiserv
Fiserv
Asseco
Fiserv
FIS (Fidelity)
FIS (Fidelity)
Oracle
Temenos
Asseco
Asseco (Epsilio)
Infosys
Asseco
FIS (Fidelity)
FIS (Fidelity)
Oracle

Source: own preparation based on Banks and Vendors information
5. TRENDS IN MODERN BANKING INFORMATION SYSTEMS

In this part of our paper we want to discuss trends in banking information systems. First, we have to conclude that all leading applications have modular architecture. The most popular are middleware messaging architectures, especially Java
Enterprise Edition. Component-based architecture is leading to opportunities that
will unlock the single-use logic used in legacy solutions. Because applications like
consumer and commercial loan business share many overlapping pieces of functionality, such pieces can be extracted as separate components. For example, a
common interest accrual component could be used across all front- and back-office
applications, providing consistency and accuracy, while extending reusability. This
avoids maintaining multiple and distinct sets of programs with the same functionality, which results in additional costs, resources and time. This approach is also
simplifying the maintenance and support of products, while reducing the volatility
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commonly associated with the introduction of new products and services. Leading
core banking vendors already are progressing quickly to achieve componentization
of their back-office offerings. The technology evolves to SOA (Service-Oriented
Architecture)-compliant component-based core solutions that promise to enhance
business agility. Development techniques, such as service-oriented development,
are focusing on creating components of fine and coarse granularity that may be
exposed as services. SOA is combined with event-driven architecture (EDA).
Over the recent years an increased interest in standardization is noticeable. As
vendors acquire, build or migrate core systems to component-based SOAcompliant solutions, standards can help with integration. SOA uses SOAP protocol
and of course, the most relevance banking standards are based on XML. In this
field it is important organization the Banking Industry Architecture Network (BIAN). It is a not-for-profit organization that was created in 2008 to define standards
for service-oriented architecture in the banking industry. BIAN takes an unusual
approach to vertical market software standardization that focuses on semantic interoperability. BIAN is systematically expanding membership and deliverables
toward integration standardization. The BIAN services are organized in a Service
Landscape, which defines the boundaries and interfaces of the services, and groups
the services in Business Domains. The newest BIAN metamodel is an extension of
the ISO 20022 metamodel and adds mechanisms for defining services and defining
semantics, which ISO 20022 does not cover. Leading banking software vendors
stay implement BIAN standards, however this process is rather slow especially in
implementation, because it is not feasible for a large bank to switch overnight to
packaged software offered by software vendors. But tendency is obvious, banks
will share a common core banking vendor solution and will have capacity to buy or
sell enhancements. These enhancements can be posted by banks, independent software vendors, partners and the core banking vendor. Some new solutions like FIS
Xpress are designed and built around the Interactive Financial Exchange (IFX)
messaging specification and also supports client-specific XML formats along with
other standards such as Mortgage Industry Standards Maintenance Organization
(MISMO) XML messages.
Other tendencies are connected with common use of mobile phones. SMS
banking services are operated using both push and pull messages. Push messages
are those that the bank chooses to send out to a customer's mobile phone, for example alerting an event which happens in the customer's bank account, such as a
large withdrawal of funds from the ATM or a large payment using the customer's
credit card, etc. Another type of push message is one-time password (OTPs). OTPs
are the latest tool used by financial and banking service providers in the fight
against cyber fraud. Instead of relying on traditional memorized passwords, OTPs
are requested by consumers each time they want to perform transactions using the
online or mobile banking interface. When the request is received the password is
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sent to the consumer’s phone via SMS. The password is expired once it has been
used or once its scheduled life-cycle has expired. Examples of pull messages for
information include an account balance enquiry, or requests for current information
like currency exchange rates and deposit interest rates, as published and updated by
the bank.
6. CONCLUSION

Changing of information systems in banks is difficult and costly. Most Polish
banks have links with foreign banks and solutions are enforced by the owners. The
review showed that new investment should take into account the modular, component based and service oriented architecture. In addition, account must be taken of
the standards especially proposed by BIAN. Change of ownership, the acquisition
or merging would require flexible changes of banking information systems. Similar
requirements concern the competitiveness and the introduction of new solutions.
The analysis showed that solutions based on SOA can satisfy these requirements.
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